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In Our 98th Year

Two Sechons-22 Pages

tiderson Speaks
Last Of 'Insight' Series

BIKEWAYS PLANNING—A planning meeting was held recently by the Bikeways Committee in the Office of City Planner
Steve Zea. From left are Steve Roland, a bikeway planner from the state, City Clerk Jo Crass, Mrs. James Hart, Zea, John
Thomas,also a state bikeway planner,lane Prince of the Murray Woman's Club, and Murray Mayor John Scoff. Zea noted
that $5,000 in state money has been allocated for the feasibility study. Gov. Julian Carroll has set aside $2 million in state
funds, for bikeway trails across the state, and the city will be eligible for part of that money when the feasibility study is
completed.
Staff Photo by David HiN

PVIKIC LIBRARY SEMINAR — A put:ilk library seminar, sponsored by the Board of Trustees of the Purchase library.
Revelopment District, was held today at the Calloway County Public library. From left are,front row, Ellen Hellard, Director of Field Services, Department of Library and Archives in Frankfort; Danny Kreutzer, Deputy State Librarian of Kentucky.
Calloway County Public Librarian Margaret Trevathan; and Dr. Edwin Strohecker, Dftector of the Murray State University
Library. Back row, Ronnie Jackson, chairman of the Purchase Library Development District Board of Trustees; Brenda
Rowlett, director of the Purchase Library Development District Staff; Barbara Williams, State Librarian of Kentucky; Lamar
Willis, director of the Memphis-Shelby County Public Library; and Max B. Fluo, chairman of the Calloway County library
Board.
Staff Photo David Hill

By MIKE BRANDON
• Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
At times resembling a minister and
at times almost doing a "George
Carlin" type comedy route, nationallysyndicated cohunnist Jack Anderson
-appeared before a largeerowd-Monday
night in the „MSU Student Center
.Auditorium.
Anderson, who played a key role in
breaking open the Watergate Scandal,
writes' "The Washington Merry-GoRound" column and also appears on
ABC's "Good Morning America"
program.
He spoke for an hour about freedom
of the press and other topics and for 15
• minutes • after the speech, answered
"questions from the audience.
• Anderson criticized the government's
practice of "classifying information as
necret documents."
"When they do that, it's nothing more
than a form of censorship," said
Anderson, a father of nine.
Anderson said one of the toughest
things about being a -writer on the
Washington scene Ls that "one becornes
subject to the courting of Congressmen
and the Whittileuse."
"They throw big parties and dinners
and invite yciii to come and pat you on
the back, thinking they can buy you
out," Anderson said.
r - Anderson also attacked President
Carter's plan of tax incentives for big
corporations. .
"In 1974, General Motors profited
over 500 million dollars and did not pay
a' penny's tax. Somebody has to pay
their share and it's you who has to pay
it.
, "The oil companies come to the
government and say they need incentives in order to start new
operations. In essence, all they are
doing is asking for welfare...it's welfare
for the rich." .
Anderson said he had a friend who
was in the business of manufacturing
refrigerators.
"He told me he plans to take the extra
profits from the tax incentives and put
them in a bank. And some of them even
go to Swiss banks. _They aren't opening
any new plants and putting people to
work, making refrigerators they can't
sell.
"The people who nip..,really getting
hurt are the _old people on fixed incomes. In the white and black ghettos,
the sale of canned dog and cat food has

Story Hours To
Resume At Library
Story Hours will resume Wednesday,
March 23, at the Calloway County
Public Library. The morning session
from ten to eleven is for pre-school age
and the afternoon program from three
to four is for school age. Children from
ages three through ten are invited to
attend.
This week's story hour will feature an
"Uncle Smiley" film and stories from
famous fairy tales, a library
spokesman said.

ment to the fullest.
boomed in the past few years and these
He was asked if Larry Flynt,
.
pets.
buying
people aren't
publisher of the controversial
You've got a lot of decent old people
"Hustler" Magazine, had a legitimate
who arc now going into stores and
complaint in saying that if "Hustler"
stealing. And because they've never
were bannedjrom the streets, how
done it before,they get caught."
much longer would_ it .4 until
Anderson,-who-grew-up in the west,
"Newsweek," "Time" and the others
sounded a theme of progressive conwere banned.
servatism, saying thatii6people should
"1 agree with the federal district
try and stand on their oVilteet."
prosecutor in Cincinnati," Anderson
"If you can't Work because of your
said.
health, I don't mind you getting a
"I think the magazine is obscene and _
federal check. But if you can work,then
wouldn't have it in my house," he
I
the
up
cleaning
out
be
to
ought
you
added, drawing applause from a small'
streets; digging -ditches or building
group in the audience.
roads. There's a lot of work that can be
"But, I don't need a federal district
done in this country," Anderson said.
prosecutor or judge telling me what's
Once in the speech, Anderson was
obscene. I can make that decision for
interupted by applause when he said:
myself. A Democrat judge might even
"If we're really going to do anything
rule that Republican literature is obabout the energy situation, then I guess
scene so I think the obscenity issue is
we're going to have to will the sun to the
somethingi that has to be left up to the
oil companies."
individual,''the added.
did
Carter
Anderson said President
Another question was how much Of a
make some replacements in the
role did the Mafia play at the federal
Federal Energy Administration but he
government level today?
added that "after the top man, the
Anderson said there may be a few
office is filled with people who are
Congressmen who have been sent to
friends of the oil industry."
Washington with Mafia ties but that the ,
Anderson said he felt President
Mafia has a great fear of the federal .
a
avoid
to
was
Carter's top priority
depression. He also said that the government -and operates most
powerfully at the local level.
President was doing a good public
The lecture by Anderson, which was
relations job'in his first two months in
sponsored by the Murray State Student
office.
During the question-answer series, Government Association, concluded the
Anderson defended the First Amend- "Insight Series" for this spring.

Dr. Robert Nisbet To Be Guest
Speaker In University Series
Dr. Robert Nisbet, the Albert Schweitzer Professor in the Humanities at
Columbia University and one of the
country's most. eminent sociologists,
will deliver an address in the C. S.
Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities series at -Murray State
University on Wednesday evening,
April 6.
His lecture at 7:30 p. m. in the
auditorium of the Student Center is
entitled "Patterns of Social Change."
Nisbet, the author of numerous books
and articles, has served on the faculty
of the University of Arizona and both
the Berkeley and Riverside campuses
of the University of California.
He has also served as vice chancellor
and dean of letters and science on the
Riverside campus and as assistant
dean of letters and science and vice
chairman of the . Department of
Sociology on the Berkeley campus. -. - His best known books are "The Quest
for Community," "The Sociological
Tradition," "Tradition and Revolt,"
"Social Change and History," "The

Social Bond," and "Twilight of
Authority."
The California native has been
recognized many times in his academic
career. His awards include election as a
William Graham. Sumner .Memorial
Lecturer at Yale University, a Johns
Hopkins University Centennial Scholar,
Fellow of the Society of American
Historians, and Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar. He was the recipient
of a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1963-64.
Nisbet earned the A. B., the M. A.,
and the Ph. D. degrees at the University of California at-Berkeley. He was
awarded an honorary doctorate by
Hofstra University in 1974.
The Lowry lecture series at Murray
State is a recognition of Dr. C. S.
Lowry, professor emeritus, who retired
in 1968 after 43 years as a teacher on the
campus. The series named in his honor
-was established in 1975 to bring lecturers of national and international
reputation to Murray State to enhance
educational opportunities on the
campus.

Hospital Board
To Meet Tonight

YOUNG ARTIST AT WORK—john Nix, one of the studentsin the Children's Art Workshop series in 197js shoy.n
working at a printmaking press during a Saturday morning session. Assisting him is Sharon Johnson,an art m
o
be involved in the series of six sessions in the 1977 Children:s Art Workshop to begin March 26. Students in grades six
through nine will meet on Saturdays from 9 to 11 a. m. for six weeks for mini-courses in drawing, photography, commercial an textiles, weaving, painting,and printmaking.
is'
•

Mini-Courses In Art To
Be Offered At University

•

inside today
The burden of paperwork placed on our nation's
businesses is tremendous...it is currently estimated as
costing $40 billion a year. An editorial speaking to that
issue appears on today's Opinion Page, page four.

Observations, by Loc,hie Hart, appears isk today's Local
Scene section, and features thoughts by the author on the
Fitt Christian Church.

todo's index
clear and cold
Clear and cold tonight. Sunny
and a little warmer on Wednesday. Lows tonight in the low
30s. Highs Wednesday in the mid
to upper 50s. Winds norPwesterly to 20 miles an hour
tonight
•

Local Scene
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Opinion Page
Sports
Comics
Classifieds
Crossword .
Deaths& Funerals
Roses Section

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board 'Of commissioners will
Meet tonight at 7:15 p. m. in the conference room of the Convalescent
Division building.
Major items on'the agenda, ac—
cording to a hospital spokesman, are
the ihstitutiOes—annual budget and -a
discussion on the physicians' office
building.

2, 3
2
3
4
-6,7
8
8,9
10
10
12 Pages

A series of mini-courses in art
access to specialized studio equipment
and materials.
techniques and concepts for middle
Noting that enrollment will be limited
school • children will be offered at
Murray State University on Saturday
to preserve the individualized nature of
mornings for six weeks beginning
the courses, Stickler urged interested
March 26.
, parents to select courses and register
James W. Stickler,. assistant ' their children as soon as possible.
professor of art and director of the
A special exhibit and reception will
Children's Art Workshop, said classe
be held on the last day for parents and
in draping, photography, commercia:
guests.
art, textiles, 'weaving, painting, and
The fee of $12 for each course covers
printmaking for children in gra s six
the costs of tools and materials. It will
through nine will meetfrom 9 to 11
, be collected at the first class meeting.
each Saturday through April29.
Stickler said instruction is 'being
A staff of student instructors who are
provided as -an experimdptal and
art majors at the junior or senior level
developmental project for the staff.
will offer concept-centered dlocks of
Stickler advised parents to provide
studio instruction on an individualized
protective clothing such as a smock,
apron, or one of Dad's old shirts for
and small group basis, according to
each child.
Stickler.
For more information or to register a
He said the classes wilt meet in the'
child, parents should call the Deparfacilities of the Department of Art in
tment of Art at 762-3787.
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, with

t. Gins Committee of the 1977
ADVANCE GlilS COMMIT 1 Et— The Adx
Boy Scout fund Drive met today at the Holiday Inn here. the goal of this
year's drive is S7,000 for Calloway County. II e drive officially opens next
Tuelnlay, according to Bill Kcipperud. drise t h irnian. From right are Dave
Dickson, member of the committee, IdillSh ers, committee chairman,
Hubert Ellison, of the Four Rivers BoyeScout COuncil, Ed Chrisman, committee
member, Bob Hopkins, also a Boy *out representative, and Bill Boyd, cornlittee member. Other members of the adsarce gifts committee include
Henry Holton. Bill Kopperud. chairman, Dr. Jim Byrn, Joe Dick, Dr. David Roos
Wall Apperion, Keith Hayes, Holmes Ellis, Leonard Vaughn, Max Hurt, and
Butch Humphreys. Also at the meeting, today was Charles Clark, scout
executive.
Staff Phottbv Davtd HiM
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STOCK MARKET

I Deaths and Funerals I

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

Funeral Services
Held Sunday For

Mrs. Rayburn Dies
Saturday; Funeral

Orby Williams

Being Held Today

Funeral services for Orby,
Williams, of Cincinnati, `0.,
formerly of Calloway County,
were held Sunday at two p.m.
at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Heyward Roberts and
the Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr.,
off;ciating. Mrs. Billy Nat
Galloway was the pianist.
Pallbearers were J. D.
Grogan, Jerry Adams, Donnie
Adams, Frankie Adadis,
Larry Roberts, and James
Williams. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements .tly the
alalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where Masonic rites
were conducted Saturday
evening by Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons of which Mr. Williams
was a member.
Mr. Williams, age 63, died
Thursday at the Providence
Hospital, Cincinnati, 0. He
was in the construction and
bull dozer business at Cincinnati where he was a
New
member
of the
Burlington Church of Christ.
Born April 7, 1913, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Huie and Beulah Burkeen
Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Alba Roberts Williams, to
whom he was married on
December 27, 1931; one
daughter, Mrs. Ronald.(Joan)
Anderson, Cincinnati, 0.; one
son,, Prentice Williams,
Benton Route Four; two
sisters, Mrs. Orean Adams,
Dexter Route One, and Mrs.
Hollis Hale, Murray Route
Eight; one brother, Vernie
Williams, Dexter Route One;
four grandchildren, Penny
York, Craig Williams, and
Barry and Shannon Mulvihill.

Beatrice
Mrs.
Helen
Rayburn of 1607 Dodson,
Murray, died Saturday at 2:30
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
Home.She was 75 years of age
and a former restaurant
owner.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Lilburn Rayburn who
Airco
30% one
Am. Motors
44 unc
died February 8, 1970. She was
Ashland Oil
34% -fia
a member of the First Baptist
A.T.& T. —
63 +4
Ford Motor
51155 -4
Church. Born June 14, 1901, in
Creti-Chinainic-s
574 -4Calloway County, she was the
Gen. Motors
714 AV
Gen. Ilre . ...----------2755 -%
daug4ter of the late John
Goodrich
31% -4
Thomas Sledd and Rosa Smith
Gulf Oil
304 A.4
Pennwalt .. : .... ........... 34% +4
Sledd.
Quaker Oats
22A. -4
Mrs. Rayburn is survived by
Republic Steel
3374 4
.
.Singer
Mfg••one sister, Mrs. Hayrus Sledd
Tappan
1094 unc
Fair, 1607 Dodson, Murray;
Western Union
17% - 4
Zenith Radio
265, -4
one niece, Mrs. Virginia
Towery; four nephews, Billy
Hog Market
TUCKER FAMILY TREE BOOK WRITTEN — A book detailing the family tree of Robert
Joe Erwin, Hugh Sledd, Joe
be released April 1, according to author-compiler Brown
to
scheduled
Tucker
is
Federal
State
Market News Service
Sledd, and Harry M. Sledd.
Merct_111.11/7
Tucker (standing). Tucker is being assisted by Gladys jaw in getting the final
The funeral is being held
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
manuscript ready for the printers. The author said that the Robert Tucker family, which
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
today .at 2:30 p.m. at the
Receipts: Act, 1069 Est. 300 Barrows &
1837,
is
about
one
of
families
in
Calloway
CounCounty
the
largest
Calloway
reached
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Gilts 1.00 lower Sowssteady .50 lower
.
the
family
descendents
of
and
desiring
a
copy
of
the
others
eight
US
said
that
1-2300-230 lbs.
Tucker
ty.
130.00-36.30
the
Rev.
Funeral Home with
US 1-3300.240 lbs
135.754610
should
send
book
a
check
in
the
amount
of
$12
to
the
plastic
bound,
by ten inch,
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
US 2-4240-300 lbs.
135.00-35.75
US 3-4 aso-zso lbs.
Tucker Book Fund, 502 Maple, Murray. The number of copies printed will be deter$34.00-36.00
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
Sows
mined by the number of advance subscriptions, Tucker said. Additional information
The song service is by a group
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
130.00-31.50
US 1-3 3004501bs$31.504150
from the First Baptist Church
may be obtained by calling 753-4342.
US 1-3460450 lbs
$32.50-33.00
with Alene Knight as organist.
Staff Photo by David Hill
US 2-3 300-50016s. .
.
$29.00-30.00 •
Boars 19.00-,20.50
as
active
Serving
pallbearers are Cecil:Taylor,
Carlton Outland, Grant Stiles,
Toy Smith, Jack Belote, and
Preston Jones. Honorary
itif)‘ i!.
alliance won a majority of the popular vote and control of
pallbearers are Alvis Jones,
DENVER 1API — Twelve-year-old twins Mike and
70 per cent of France's larger cities. The left came out of
Marvin Harris, Ronald' Mona Yen dropped in on their great-uncle."He was really
the local voting on the past two Sundays controlling 156 of
Churchill, Purdoin Lassiter,
surprised," said Mike. C.T. Yen_ hadreasonio be. since
the 221 French cities with more than 30,000 population and
Henry Sledd, as* Smith,
the twins live here in Denver and he lives in Shanghai, in
51 per cent of the total vote.
Douglas Shoemaker, Truman
the People's Republic of China. The Yens were among 16
CLARK AIR BASE, The Philippines(AP) — President
Smith, B. C. __arogan, Joe
students at the private Colorado Academy who went on an
Carter's Special commission to Indochina is returning
Rayburn,
and' George
18-day tour of China. The students, aged 11 to 15, were the
home with assurances from Vietnam and hopes from Laos
Shoemaker.
youngest group of Americans to visit China since contacts
that procedures can be set up to clarify the status of some
Interment will follow in the
between the two nations were reopened in 1971.
of the Americans missing in the Vietnam War. Hanoi hanMurray City Cemetery.
ded over what they said were the remains of 12 U.S. pilots
-CHICAGO ( AP) — There is no evidence that heavy
shot down in Vietnam. They were flown to Honolulu, and
marijuana smoking changes the structure of the brain or
military medical experts went to work on them to confirm
central nervous system, two research groups conclude,
the identities.
despite earlier evidence that part of the brain wasted
away under prolonged smoking. The new studies, carried
MOSCOW (AP) — President Nikolai Podgorny left
out independently, are reported in the March 21 issue of
Moscow today on a major Soviet diplomatic mission to
Eva
M.
for
Mrs.
funeral
The
The Journal of the American Medical Association.
Southern Africa. He flew first to Tanzania, which his
Puckett of Murray was held
Latin-American ally Fidel Castro left today before his
hirr\(4(0‘
Sunday at two p.m. at the Roy
arrival.
From Tanzania, Podgorhy is scheduled to go to
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Carter anci Japan's
M. Lowe Funeral Home,
Zambia and Mozambique,two more of the so-called "fronLowes, with the Rev. J. T. Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda, two newcomers to the intline" black states supporting black nationalist movementarter and the Rev. Vernon ternational scene, are opening two days of talks on global
ts in Rhodesia,South-West Africa and South Africa.
economic and security issues. A White House ceremony
Drew officiating.
Pallbearers were Robert featuring military honors Was scheduled today for
Burnett, R. C. Byerley, Otey Fukuda, here on an official visit. The Carter-Fukuda talks
Blue Cross
Ross, Eldon Puckett, Berkley are expected to focus on bilateral economic issues and on
Barnhill, and Leland Barnhill. preparations for the May economic summit in London inBlue Shield
Burial was in the Liberty volving the United States, Japan and other industrial
Delta Dental
democracies.
of Kentucky
Cenletery,
Mrs. Puckett, age 78, died
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Six months after changing the
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County nation's tax laws in a way that resulted in a record numHospital. She was a former ber of taxpayer errors, Congress is talking -simplification" again. The House has passed and the Senate
resident of Folsomdale.
Survivors include three Finance Committee is considering a new method of taxsons, James E. Dodson, computation that the Treasury Department says will
Paducah, Leon Puckett, make the annual taxpaying process easier for 96 per cent
Bowling Green, and Glenn of the population. It will result in a longer but far simpler
Puckett, Corinth, Miss.; one tax form, the experts say. The changes are part of a big
brother, Voris Record, taxcut bill, including ;50-per-person rebates, that the
Paducah; five grandchildren; finance committee expects to approve this week.
three great grandchildren.

Making it
IR 2

Tough
World

Heublein Inc........... .
36% +4
McDonalda Corp.
43% 44
Ponderosa Systems
6% unc
Kimberly Clark
44% 44
Union Carbide
8044 .
- 06
W.R. Grace
30.i4 +%
Texaco
27% -hi
General Elec.
50% -4
GAF Corp
12% +4
Georgia Pacific
3594 A
Pfizer
211% +4
Jim Walters
34% +4
Kirsch
14% 44
Disney
30 44
Franklin Mint
2455 +4
>
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon,Co. are as follows.
Indus. Av.
4.12

World News Briefs

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Puckett

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
I Resort
4 Ordinances
8 labels
12 Skill
13 Unlock
14 Eye closely
15 Impulse
7 Organ of
hearing
19 Cooled lava
20 Band hill
21 Chicken
22 Worthless
leaving
23 Ehinese
vessel
24 Pronoun
25 Roman date
26 High card
27 Evergreen
tree
28 Devoured
29 Exist
30 Edits
32 Pronoun
31 Garden tool
35 Parcel of
land
36 Males
37 Part of
fireplace
39 Unusual
40 Dress
borders
41 Grain
42 Harvest

goddess

uncle
2 Generate
3 Bring into
harmony
4 Affection
5 Simian
6 Pronoun
7 Scoff
8 Rocky hill
9 Symbol for
silver
10 Dazzling
light
It Chairs
16 Writing fluid
18 Article
21 Harbinger
22 Poem
23 Poke
24 Concealed
25 Possessive
pronoun
27 Toll
28 Unit of
Siamese
currency
30 Decay
I
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THINK ABOUT IT!
By Kenny lines
A wit once wise-cracked, "Nothing is opened
more by mistake than the mouth." It was meant
in jest but it also has a serious meaning. For instance, can anyone honestly say he has never
said the wrong thing at the wrong time Hardly.
When a faux-pas like that happens, one regrets
it. An unthinking slip of the tongue can happen to
anyone. It is understandable. However, an
outright lie-especially an untrue or unconfirmed
rumor spoken behind the back of some one-is not
a slip of the tongue. Instead, the tongue takes a
slipperyslide that debases a human mind.
Because malicious gossip can malign,
tragically taint or ruin a person's reputation, the
act is inexcusable. The offended person must
really stretch religious instincts of compassion,
forgiveness and understanding of a nonunderstandable offense. The victim must show
considerable courage to believe the sureness of
right will prevail. It takes even more courage to
adhere to Ecclesiastes 7:9- "Be not quick to
-anger,for anger lodges in the bosom of fools."

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411

1 1.71B\ .11/v,\ 41

Jimmy did it
with your help
•

Support
Easter Seals
hanoicapped

Fast Film Service
At Big Discount

He, the
to a better tomorrow

FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES

Ise

Artcraft Studios
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
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3EFORE THAT?

NEW'bELHI,India ( AP) — Prime Minister Indira Gandhi probably will resign today following the loss of her
seat in Parliament and reverses suffered by her Congress
party in the Indian general election, official sources
reported. Mrs. Gandhi's foes already had begun to try to
put together a government. With returns in for 283 of the
542 seats in the lower house of Parliament,the new Janata
( People's) party had 135 and could count on the support of
nine more. Mrs:Gandhi's Congress party, which won twothird of the seats in the 1971 election, had only 103.
PARIS ( AP) — The Socialist-Communist drive to win
control of the French National Assembly next year picked
up steam from runoff local elections in which the legti,51_,
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Start .
something
healthy.
At Blue Cross mid Blue Shield and Delta
'Dental of Kentucky. we're concerned
about the cost of health care. That's
why day after day, year after year. we
work with cloctors, hospitals and other -providers to hold down costs.
I
But there's another equally important. ;
means of holding down health care
costs. You Because how you take care
of yourself directly affects the cost of
health care for all of us.
In the long run, good health habits
are the best form of health care.. and
the least expensive. So make a pledge.
Start youroWn health care
program today.
There is my better heplth care plan
than your own gpocriftalth care habits.
With all of us helping each of us, we
can maintain quality health care at the
lowest possible cost.
Write us for nformation on quality
health care plans. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky
9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville. KY,
40223
• Beg Mara Blue Cross As,•• Nal,,a1 afslocratroo of Blue Sofeld Plana • "' 000a DirOlaf Plans AvICR,If,ner
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Anderson Speaks
Last Of 'Insight' Series

VW),

_
By MIKE BRANDON
boonied in the WIfew years and these. ment to thefuttest:Flynt,
Larry
if
asked
was
He
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
people aren't buying pets.
publisher of the controversial
At times resembling a minister and
"You've got a lot of decent old people
"Hustler" Magazine, had a legitimate
at times almost doing a "George
who are now going into stores and
in skULng_thift if "Hustler__
Carlin" type comedy route,.nationally-_ iteeling,.. AncLbegause.- theY'Ye_never., • .c_9!nPlikint
from the streets how
were
banned
—Syndicated cOluaincst rack Anderson
done it befor,e they get caught."
much longer would it be until
Anderson, who grew up. in the west,
appeared before a large crowd Monday
others
night in the MSU Student Center
sounded a theme of progreo,sive con- ",Newsweek," ':Time" and the
were banned.'
servatism, saying that "people should
Auditorium.
"I agree with the federal district
try and stand on their own feet."
Anderson, who played a key role in
in Cincinnati," Anderson
d_
prosecutor
breaking open the Watergate Scandal, ' "If you can't work because of your
said.
health, I don't mind you getting a
writes "The Washington Merry-Go"I think the magazine is obscene and
federal check. But if you can work,then
Round- column and also appears on
I wouldn't have it in my house," he
you ought to be out cleaning up the
ABC's "Good Morning America"
added, drawing applause from a small
streets, digging _ditches or building
program.
roads. There's a lot of work that can be • group in the audience.
He spoke for an hour about freedom
-But, I don't need a federal district
done in this country," Anderson said.
of the press and other topics and for 15
or judge telling me what's
prosecutor
Once in the speech, Anderson was
City Planner.. minutes after the speech, answered
obscene. I can make that decision for
BIKEWAYS PLANNING—A planning meeting was held recently by the Bikeways Committee in the office of
by applause when he-said:
interupted
the
'
from
questions
audienoe.
Zea, John
myself. A Democrat judge might even
Steve Zea: From left are Steve Roland, a bikeway planner from the state, City Clerk Jo Crass, Mrs. lames Hart,
"If we're really going to do anything
Anderson criticized the government's
noted
Zea
Scott.
john
Mayor
Murray
and
Club,
rule that Republican literature is- obWoman's
Murray
the
of
as
Thomas,also a state bikeway planner,lane Prince
the energy situation, then I guess
information
of
about
"classifying
practice
million in state
scene so I think the obscenity issue is
that $5,000 in state money has been allocated for the feasihility study. Gov. Julian Carroll has set aside $2
we're going to have to will the sun to the
seCret documents."
is
study
feasibility
the
something that has to be left up to the
when
money
that
of
part
for
eligible
be
oil companies."
Vhen they do that, it's nothing more
funds, for bikeway trails across the state, and the city will
individual," he added.
did
Carter
President
said
Anderson
said
censorship,"
of
a
form
than
completed.
Another question was how much of a
Stall Photo by Davld Hill
make some replacements in the
Anderson,a father of nine.
role did the Mafia play at the federal
Federal Energy Administration but he
Anderson said one of the toughest
government level today?
added that "after the top man, the
things about being a writer on the
An el son said there may be a few
office is filled with people who are
Washington scene is that "one becomes
-whit-have-been sentTie
—Congressmen
Conga
industry:**
o
ting-of
the
of
friendi
-subject-to-the-cour
Mafia ties but that the
with
Washington
Anderson said he felt President
and the White House."
Mafia has a great fear of the federal
Carter's to priority was to avoid a
-They throw big parties and dinners
depression., He also said that the government and operates most
and invite you to come and pat you on
President Was doing a good public powerfully at the local level.
the back, thinking they can buy you
The lecture by Anderson, which was
relations job in his first two months in
out," Anderson said.
sponsored by the Murray State Student
office.
Anderson also attacked President
During the question-answer series, Government Association,concluded the
Carters plan of tax incentives for big
Anderson defended the First Amend- "Insight Series" for this spring.
corporations.
"In 1974, General Motors profited
over 500 million dollars and did not pay
a penny's tax. Somebody.has to pay
their share and it's you yho has to pay
it.
"The oil companies _coine to the
government and say they need inSocial Bond," and •'Twilight of
ytobert-.Nisbet, the Albert Schcentives Jo order to-start new-- Dr.
AuthOrity.".
at
Humanities
weitzer Professor in the
operations. In essence, all they are
The California native has been
and one- of the
University
Columbia
doing is asking for welfare.. it's welfare
many times in his academic
recognized
sociologists,
eminent
country's most
for the rich."
awards include election as a
His
career.
will deliver an address in the C. S.
Anderson said he had a friend who
William Graham Sumner Memorial
Distinguished Lecture in the
Lowry
was in the business of manufacturing
Lecturer at Yale University, a Johns
Humanities series at Murray State
refrigerators.
University Centennial Scholar,
Hopkins
University on Wednesday evening,
''He told me he plans to take the extra
the Society of American
of
Fellow
April 6.
profits from the tax incentives and put
and Phi Beta Kappa
Historians,
His lecture at 7:30 p. m. in the
them in a bank. And some of them even
Visiting Scholar. He was the recipient
PUBLIC LIBRARY SEMINAR — A public library seminar, sponsored by the Board of Trustees of the Purchase Library
the Student Center is
of
auditorium
go to Swiss banks. They aren't opening
of a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1963-64.
Development District, was,held today at the Calloway County Public library. From left are,front row,Ellen Hellard, Direcentitled • Patterns of Social Change."
of
Librarian
new 'plants and putting people to
State
any
Deputy
Kentucky;
Danny
Kreutzer,
Frankfort
in
Archives
and
Nisbet earned the A. B., the M. A.,
tor oilfield Services, Department of Library
the author of numerous books
Nisbet,
work, making refrigerators they can't
the Ph. D. degrees at the Univerand
faculty
Calloray County Public Libratianditargaret Trevathan; and Dr. Edwin Strohecter, Director of the Murray State Univeisity
the
on
served
and articles, has
sell.
Brenda
of
Trustees;
Board
District
California at Berkeley. He was
Development
of
Library
sity
Purchase
the
of
chairman
Libraiy." Back row, Ronnie jaickson,
of the University of Arizona and both
''The people who are really getting
an honorary doctorate by
awarded
campuses
Rowlett, director of the Purchase Library Development District Staff; Barbara Williams, State librarian of Kentucky; Lamar
Riverside
and
Berkeley
the
on fixed inthe
people
are
old
hurt
in 1974.
University
Library
County
Calloway
Hastra
the
of
chairman
Hurt,
B.
Max
and
Library;
Public
County
Willis, director of the Memphis-Shelby
of the University of California.
comes. In the white and black ghettos,
, The Lowry lecture series at Murray
served as vice chancellor
also
has
Board.
He
the sale of canned dog and cat food has
State is a recognition of Dr. C. S.
Staff Photo by Davod H.II
and dean of letters and science on the
Lowry, professor emeritus, who retired
Riverside campus and as assistant
in 1968 after 43 years as a teacher on the
vice
and
science
and
letters
dean of
The series named in his honor
campus.
chairman of the Department of
• was established in 1975 to bring lecSociology on the Berkeley campus.
turers of national and international
His best known books are "The Quest
reputation to Murray State to enhance
Sociological
"The
Community,"
for
Story Hours will resume Wednesday,
opportunities on the
educational
Revolt,"
and
"Tradition
Tradition,"
March 23, at the Calloway County
campus.
"Social Change and History," "The
Public Library. The morning session
from ten to eleven is for pre-school age
and the afternoon program from three
to four is for school age. Children from
ages three through ten are invited to
attend.
This week's story hour will feature an
-Uncle Smiley" film and stories from
famous fairy tales, a library
spokesman said.

Dr. Robert Nisbet To Be Guest
Speaker In University Series

Story Hours To
ResumeAt Library

Hospital Board
To Meet Tonight

YOUNG ARTIST-AT WORK—john Nix, one of the students in the Children's Art Workshop series in 1976 is shown
printmaking press during a Saturday morning session. Assisting him is Sharon Johnson,an art major who will
be involved in the series of six sessions in the 1977 Children's Art Workshop to begin March 26. Students in grades silt
through nine will meet on Saturdays from 9-10 11 a. tn. for six weeks for mini-courses in drawing photography, commercial art, textiles, weaving painting, and printmaking
working at a

inside today
The burden of paperwork placed on our nation's
businesses is tremendous...it is currently estimated as
costing $40 billion a year. An editorial speaking to that
issue appears on today's Opinion Page, page four.

Observatioas, by Lochie Hart, appears in today's Local
Scene sect16n, and features thoughts by the author on the
First Christian Cheek

clear and cold
Clear and cold tonight. Sunny
and a little warmer on Wednesday. Lows tonight in the low
30s. Highs Wednesday in the mid
to upper 50s. 'Winds nor-thwesterly to 20 miles an hour
I\
tonight.

today's index
2,3
Local Scene
2
Dear Abby
3
Horoscope
4
Opinion Page
6,7
sports
mics
\I 8,9
Classifieds.
„
Crossword
10
Denths & Funerals
RoSes Section ........ 12 Pages

• The Murray-Calloway County
ElOspital board of commissioners will
meet tonight at 7:15 p. m. in the conference room of the Convalescent
Division building.
Major iterhs on the agenda, according to a hospital spokesman, are
the institution's annual budget and a
discussion on the physicians' office
building.-- -

Mini-Courses In Art To
Be Offered At University

A series of mini-courses in art
techniques and concepts for middle
school children will be offered at
Murray State University on Saturday
mornings for six weeks beginning
March 26.
.
James W. Stickler, assistant
professor of art !and director of the
Children's Art Workshop, said classes
in drawing, photography, con-uneretal
art, textiles, weaving, painting; and
printmaking for children in grades six
through nine will meetLent9 toll a. m
each Saturday through Kohl 29.
A staff of student instruCtors Who are
art majors at thei junior or senior level
will offer con6elit-centered blocks of
studio instruction on an indis‘idualized
ail di small group basis, ac*ding to
St ckler.\ ., 1
e said tlii classes sill meet ml the.
facilities of the Departaient of Art inthe Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, with

access to specialized stitch() equipment
and materials.
Noting that enr6lIment will be limited
to preserve thiindividualized nature of
the courses, Stickler urged interested
parents to select courses and register
theft children as soon aspossible.
A special exhibit and reception will
be held on the last dayfor parents and
guests.
The fee of $12 for each course covers
the costs of tools and materials. It will
be collected at the first class meeting.
Stickler said instruction is being
provided as an experimental and
dpvelopmental project for the staff.
Stickler advised parents to provide
protective clothing such as a smock,
Dad's old shirts for
apron, or one
each chil :
tion or to register a
For mote info
child, parents should call the Depar•
tment of Art at 162.3787.

•

ADVANCE GIFTS COMMITTEE—The Advance Gifts Committee of the 1977
Boy Scout Fund Drive met today at the Holiday Inn here. The goal of this
year's drive is $7,000 for Calloway County. The drive officially opens next
Tuesday, according Jo Bill Kopperud. drive chairman. From right are Dave
Dickson, member of the committee, Ed Shinners, committee chairman,
Huhert-fillirn, of the Four Rivers Bov Sc out Council, Ed Chrisman, cOmmittee
member, Bob Hopkins, also a Boy Scout representative, and Bill Boyd, com.mittee member. Other members of the advance ?As committee include
Henry Holton, Bill Kopperud, chairman, Dr. Jim Byrn,foe Dick, Dr. David Roos
Walt Apperspn. Keith Hayes,.Holmes Ellis, Leonard Vaughn, Max Hurt, and
Butch HumAers. Also at the meeting foday was Charles Clark, scout
executive.
•

Stall Photl by David Hill
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aue 100
CALENDAR

Observations

Tuesday, March 22
Wednesday, March 23
Esther Sunday School
Art Exhibit will be from 8:30
Class, First Baptist Church, a.m. to three p.m. at Murray
will meet at Fellowship Hall of High School.
the church at 6:30,p. m.

II\ 1.tichie Ilirrt

The Executive Board and
.. Presidents Council of the
Rentucky Alpha Delta Ka*
met Saturday, Mijich 19, rat
Barren River State Park,
Lodge.
Mary W. Snyder, state
president, presided and Bessie
Keeling, state‘chaplin, gave
the devotion.
After a joint session the
members of the Executive
Board and , the President's
Council had separate business
meetings.
The main interests were the
Kentucky State Convention,
— Avrtt29-30 at Danville;and-the
International Convention July
24-28 at Chicago, Illinois.
Local members of the Rho
—Charter attending themeeting
were Sue Adams, Agnes
McDaniel; Betty Riley, and
Clinton R7dett.

Traditional Church
house
Surgery in Denver where they landscaping and
trimming? Wrather Hall has
Ivy Succumbs to Surgery
reside.
Church service was over stood the test in endurance
The sanctuary of the -First
Christian Church, where I am before I finished reviewing the and is in the renovation plans
a member, looked unusual one Houstons. Gail and I greeted to become a museum. Would
Sunday morning last summer. each other and she introduced the planning committer
I could not sense the dif- her children - beautiful ones. consider starting ivy growing
ference. The building, the Then with distress in her voice on the north wing? The north
oldest church structure in the and in her eyes, she said, side of the Price Doyle Fine
county was completed in 1904, "Mrs. Hart, what went with Art Building? The New
but being 73 years old does not the ivy in the church win- Special Education building?
Why do I tell you all this? I
make it out of date or dows? I drove all the way
unuseful. It had withstood, from Colorado so I could be love traditional things and the
partially_ a fire in 1958 when here today with my children modern. The Houston family
the interior was destroyed. and show them the beautiful is both. Gail's grandfather,
Sinre the repair. iX.bas.lieen windows that had ivy drapery Dr. E. B. Houston, was a cofounder of the recently fireBy on the outside."
twice.
redecorated
Her question solved my destroyed Houston-McDevitt
redecorated, I mean walls and
ceiling painted; new bap- disturbanc-The ivy was Clinic which had been an
tistery. drapes, new carpet, missing. Not a sprig was organization of mercy since
chandeliers, and red velvet showing-except some dainty 1930. His two sons,Dr. Hugh,
deadvaiesthat_were missed in became head of the Clinic atpew Cushions added.
Why the strange feeling this the pullings after surgery. I his father's death; and Dr. Hal
morning? The usual mem- have never seen more was our family doFtor until his
bership was in their regular beautifully decorated church death. Now Dr. Hal Jr. (Gail's
places; the choir in the loft; windows before the ivy was brother) continues in his dad's
Brother Roos, our minister, removed. It did not cover the surgical career.
Ivy, to me is the mark of
in his designated place. I amberish, translucent leaded
SMITH BOY
continued to be disturbed until 37.paned windows. Just a little beauty and tradition. All the
I saw Gail Houston, lM. orthe vine covered the west Houston homes here are
Mr. and Mrs. James S. George Pappas), and her panes and then fingered enhanced by well-trained
Smith, 619 Ellis Drive, three children enter. They sat 'tenderly eastward in a vines. I visited with Hontas
Murray, are the parents of a where I could keep my eye on manner no artist could have recently and we walked
baby boy, James Christopher her and the lovely children, done prettier. The softness around two sides of their
Shannon, weighing eight George Jr., eight; Adelaide, and,foreverness of this vine palatial residence in a
pounds four ounces and named for grandmother, the provided the inspiration for secluded area and talked
measuring twenty inches, late Mrs. Hal Houston, 10; and prayer, meditation and hope. about the beauty of the
born on Thursday, March 3, at Sarah three.
"What went with the ivy? I evergreen wall-huggers. The
7:46 a.m. at the MurrayGail and I smiled, and I wish I knew, but you have recent zero temperatures
Calloway County Hospital.
forgot the changed at- solved my feelings of the browned the leaves, but the
The father is employed as mosphere of the sanctuary. I cause of coldness in church new were creeping through
maintenance man for Mc- remembered seeing her today. Now I know - our ivy is and pushing the dead leaves
Donald's and the mother is on baptized here; I saw her .; gone." Why was it cut? off. We agreed that ivy must
leave from the same firm.
graduate from Murray High Unofficially, I heard later the be 1Cept in bounds by an ahnual
Grandparents are Mr. and School; and read about her building committee thought it pruning to keep the gutter
Mrs. James P. Smith, graduating
the would injure the brick and anckwood trimmings clear and
from
Mayfield, Mrs. Jean Green University of Kentucky, Phi mortar.
we both had experience in the
and Allen Bucy, Murray. Beta Kappa, and later
As long as I can remember upkeep of a house and knew
Great grandparents are Mr. majoring in social service in there was ivy growing on the that ivy trimminc-came at
and Mrs. Leon Farmer; Mr. Mayo's. She is married to a north side. It was occasionally painting time with not much
and Mrs. D. Y. Morgan, and heart surgeon who is chair- pruned to keep it within additional cost.
Mrs. Martha Bucy, all of man of the Department of bounds. All ivy needs pruning
There are other homes here
Murray.
Children's Hospital Cardiac regularly. After the architects that are graced with ivy. Walt
building Apperson has just a bit started
the
examined
following the fire, they near his den door; Mrs. Henry,
recommended letting the Hargis knows how to train it
walls stand. They were in good around her front door; the W
condition. (Even the ivy J. Gipsons' is unusually pretty
covered north wall.)
and is almost covered; Dan
Tile ivy grew again, and Emma Sue Hutson's home
remembering, .perhaps, that is pretty with the green vines
some loving Christian had on the north side; George E.
planted it in 1904. I'm not sure, Overbey has just enough for a
but I think the ever faithful beauty spot on the east and
vine was given a severe west ends of his home; Jo
shearing about five years ago. Crass has managed the ivy
Now, the windows are bare arrangment on the front of her
and inspirationless to me.
pretty home in an unusual
Why go on this ivy tantrum? fashion; the Wolfson home is
Because I read a specialized almost completely covered.
report on the value ,of ivy But I had to drive around quite
growing on stone and . brick a few miles to find homes
walls this week. Torn,Stev- dressed with this beauty.
More about the Houstons.
enson of the WashIngton Post
R 1151111CTE0.*
wrote what I wanted to read Doctors Hugh, Hal and Hal Jr.
and he was quoting from and their wives with the exauthorities. Here are a few of ception of Lynn, Hal Jr.'s wife
the to-the-pointers: "English are graduates of Murray State
ivy can provide warmth and University. Dr. Hal Jr. met
protection to a brick building Lynn in The University of
without being a hazard. It can Louisville. A fire that
keep the cold air out in winter destroyed their home across
and the hot air lessened inside the street from Oakhurst,
in the summer. . .
caused the death of Dr. Hal
"Ivy climbs by means of and Adelaide. Dr. Hugh and
root-like holdfasts which Hontas have been the foster
attach themselves to any parents and grandparents of
moderately porous surface their children.
whether brick, bark or
Dr. Hal Jr., "Little Hal" we
mortar, but these are not true call him, has three children roots, and do not cause Rebbie, Greer, and Huie.
damage through penetration Gail's and Hal's sister, Greer,
aosel.
beyond the porous surface so the baby of thelamily, is Mrs.
long as the mortar is of good Gerry Osborn. Her husband is
quality and remains intact." an architect and she is a
The ivy-covered Nassau laboratory technician. She has
Hall, the first building erected two boys, Kelly and Hal
at Princeton University, was Perdew. They reside in
erected in 1756 - That was 221 Sarasota, Fla.
years ago. Each year the
The Houstons, like ivy.•••• •.
•
•
graduating class plants ivy. covered
buildings, are
There are other universities traditions. Others like Gail,
that
ivy-covered come back to Murray and look
have
buildings, including Yale.
for the old and the new - people
Why can't we traditionalize and buildings they remember
.some by using ivy in our_and love.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Afraid Cabbie's Doing
More Than Driving
By Abigail Van Buren

DE A R A BB Y My husband drives a cab, and mahy times
Senior recital by Gale
Mike has come home with names and phone numbers of Ottway, Paducah, clarinet,
14 1.1101 Jieraptirs-his poeke-ts ws 4hc-burcatt- every- night' - will be"at IS:15
,
in Farrell an d makes no effort to hide anything. When I ask him why
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
.he has these names and numbers, he says. —Oh. I meet a lot
Arts Center, MSU.
of tramps in my job who give me their names in case I run
into guys who want a gal to show them the town.- "Wednesday, March 23
I asked him how come he knows these girls are tramps
Hazel Senior Citizens will
unlessile_gets. into personal _c_utmersa t ions Avith_the.rriv-alui
he says sume people start pouring out their life history
meet at the City Hall at one p.
even before they tell him where.they want to go. '
m.
_ Mike is good-looking and friendly, but he must give these
Murray Quota Club will
tramps some encouragement, or they wouldn't tell him
their life's history or give him their phone numbers, right?
meet at the Triangle Inn at
CABBIE'S WIFE twelve noon.
DEAR WIFE: Not necessarily. If Mike had something to
hide he wouldn't empty his pockets out on the bureau.
Don't hassle him about the "tramps" he hauls, or how he
comes to know their life histories. Some cabbies hear more
confessions than.a parish priest.
DEAR ABBY: How does one address mail to a married
couple, both of whom are physicians? I know several such
couples. and I never know how to address properly their
invitations or Christmas cards.
Should it be: "Dr. and Mrs. John Doe" or "Dr. and Dr.
John Doe'"? Or is there some other form?
WONDERING

BARGAIN NITE
AT THESE THEATRES
Ci.siff

CIA,PAP,11

All Seats 1 25

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•*so
•
0*•

tonite's movies
Double Disney Fun!
A Dull Moment"
"Never
10118 • Testnut
and
Thru Wed.
"The Three Caballeros"

First Baptist Church Young
Baptist Womea-waineet-wiiii- —
Mrs. Gil Mathis at seven p.m. '
Night Bridge Group of
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
and the Merits Group at 9:30
a.m., both at the home of
Marge Hays, 1300 Poplar
Street.

Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
Hardin Senior Citizens will 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
have a work day from 9:30 a.
Ellis Center inn be open
m.to three p. m.
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
Meals for senior citizens will Senior Citizens with activities
be at North Second Center at at 10:05 a.m., sack lunch at
noon, and table games at one
twelve noon.
p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.

DEAR WONDERING: They are addressed: "The Drs.
Doe,""Dr. Jane Doe and Dr. John Doe," or "The Drs. John
and Jane Doe."

Harry Chapin will be in
concert at the Murray State
Fieldhouse at eight p. m.

DEAR ABBY: riecentiv joined the auxiliary of a civic
club to which my husband belongs, and I was named to head
the annual dinner and bazaar.
'
Wheruhe newspaper wrote Up the story, they referred
to me first as "Jane Jones" and thereafter as "Jones.- They
also referred to rh):.position as "chairperson."
When I cornfrained to the editor, I was told that it is the
policy of most newspapers these days not to distinguish between the sexes. Well. I objected firmly. I resent being
called "Jones- when I am "Mrs. Jones.- Anybody can be a
"person,- but a woman is someone special and always has
been.
MRS. JOHN JONES

Murray State baseball game
with University of Iowa will be
at one p. m. and with
University of Chicago at three
p. m. at Reagan Field.

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Ladies day luncheon will be
at Murray. Country Club at
twelve noon with Mrs. Dan
Boaz as chairman. Bridge will
be at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs. Bob
Billington and Mrs., Bettye
Hunter as hostesses.

Per Pose In Living

Color
For Original Print Only
•No Limit
*Groups Okay
eAll Ages

DEAR MRS.: I, too, -dislike the policy of some newspapers in dropping the woman's first name, or "Miss" or
Wednesday, March 23
"Mrs." on subsequent mention. But the newspapers are in
South Pleasant Grove
a crunch between those with our preference and other
women who demand that no distinction between the sexes Homemakers Club will meet
be made—a move tin their eyes) toward true "equality." at ten a. m. at the home of
The Professionals
So don't shoot the editor—he's doing the best he can.
Martha Butterworth for a
118 S. 12th 753-0035
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to covered dish luncheon and
Free Parking In Neer
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., macrame workday.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
self-addressed, stamped 1240 envelope

Artcraft Studios

Bridal Events Given
For Mrs. Tony Salyer

Pc
c tali
Air's!

TONITE IS

Thursday, March 24
Hardin Senior Citizens will '
Hardin Senior Citizens
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. with shopping have a workday at the center.
from ten a. m.to four p. m.
Kentucky
Nursing
Murray TOPS Club will Association will have a
meet at the Health Center at potluck dinner for senior
nursing students at MSU
seven p. m.
ittirsing building at 6:30 p.m.

Mrs. Tony Salyer of Hardin,
the former Tammy Haley
before her marriage on
February 25, has been
honored at several bridal
events. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haley of
Dexter.
The first event was a kitchen shower given by Mrs.
Ruth Blackwood, Mrs. Willard
Ails, Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Mrs.
Gene Paul King, and her
Sunday School Class at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Thirty-five persons
attended or sent gifts.
Miss Rita Edwards, Miss
Miss
Karen
Edwards,
Shannon Knight, and Miss
Melody Travis, friends of the
honoree, were hostesses for a
personal shower. Present or
sending gifts were thirty-three
persons.
A household shower was
given at the Hardin City Hall
with Mrs. Glen Henderson
Mrs. Danny Hopkins, Mrs
Terry Edwards, and Mrs. J

D. Williams, all au„nts of the
bride, as hostesses.
Refreshments of pettit fours
decorated with yellow roses
and green leaves along with
yellow punch, nuts, green and
yellow mints, were served at
the table covered with a
yellow cloth and yellow net
with green bows at the corners. Centering the table was
a springtime centerpiece of
yellow and white daisies and
baby's breath flanked by
yellow candles. Crystal and
silver appointments were
used.
Miss Laurie Haley, sister of
the honoree, kept the guest
register. Approximately one
hundred and twenty-five
persons attended or sent gifts.
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Take a timely tip!
Choose a dainty low wedge
full of graceful potential
for your new skirting
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Family
Grouping

For $5250°
Direct Furniture
I Mile On 94 East - Next To Darnell Marine
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"Time Apart' To
ede1A.g Be Here Sunday
District
Parts
The
Executive Committee met
March 12 at ten a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Harold Tansil,
Sharon, Tn., with 16 members
and one visitor present. Donna
Rhodes, district president,
presided.
Lawrence,
Don
Mrs.
Christian Personhood, gave
the devotion with her scripture taken from Psalms 51:7-

30

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraftes Drake

r.

FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 23,1971
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
for your birth Sign
-

In the past few weeks East Elementary Exploratory students received insights into the World of Work by hearing
talks by local trades people. In the picture at the left Bill Redick, hair stylist, starts to style the hair of lames Parker,
and on the right, Redick is shown with Parker after the hairstyle. Other speakers have been Kenneth Imes, mortician;
Delo res-tilp se cotwfian at jagjjementir I urine Liss,school health coordinator for the Calloway County School
System; Pat Scott, fireman for Calloway County Fire Department. Each one discussed their field of endeavor giving
educational requirements and training for their jobs. Scott and Redick gave demonstrations of their work. The
students and teachers expressed their appreciation to each One for giving of their time and talents to speak to the
students.

Tau Phi Lambda Holds Initiation At Meeting
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicron Alpha
Chal‘r, Woodmen of the
World met Wednesday, March
16 at seven p.m. at the
Woodman Building with
Martha Andrus, president,
presiding.
Diana Lyons, secretary,
called the roll with fifteen
members present. Bettye
Baker, treasurer gave her
report.
Glenda Smith reported that
the Ranger and Rangerette
calendar had been planned

through June. The Rangers
and Rangerettes will have a •
pizza party Monday, March 28
from 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's. They will also have
a clean-up day at the Land
Between The Lakes on
Saturday, March 26 and will
meet at the Municipal Parking
lot to leave at 8:30 a.m.
Mrs. Smith reported that the
scholarship committee had
chosen Susan Carter to
receive the scholarship. She
was not present, but the
scholarship will be presented

For A Trimmer
Prettier You
On The Courts
Let Us Provide Help With
Your Figure And Fitness Problem.

Start Today, You'll Be
Glad You Did!!

Dixieland Shopping Center
For Information and Free Visit Call 753-6881

at a later date
A report was given on the
scrapbook which will be ready
to go to the convention April 13, at Bowling Green.
The Outstanding Citizen
Committee will have a
selection at the April meeting.
Final plans for the trip to the
convention were discussed.
Correspondence was read
from one of the sorority's
former Outstanding Citizens,
Euple Ward.
The Drug Council requested
that the sorority send a
representative to the April
meeting. Cynthia Hart and
Ann Spann will attend and
make a report to the sorority.
Ky.. Little Miss plans were
discussed with a budget being
presented. Reports were given
by Chairperson, Cynthia Hart.
The Executive Council will
meet at the Triangle Inn,
March 29 with chapter
representatives planning to
attend.
An injtation was held with
four new members being
initiated whos"erT Sara
Alexander, Bettye Baker,
Laura Jackson and Judy
Scruggs.
Refreshrnents_were served
by the hostess, Ernestine
Garland. The doorprize
brought by co-hostess, Loretta
Jobs, was won by Jeanie

Lamo.

The following members
were present: Marais Andrus.
Diana Lyons, Bettye Baker,
Carol McDougal, Dinah
Westerman, Ann Spann,
Donna Garland, Jeanie Lamb,
Sara
Jackson,
Laura
Alexander, Judy Scruggs,
Ernestine Garland, Cynthia
Hart, Glenda Smith and
Loretta Jobs.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Thomas Blair of
been
Farmington - has
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
_ Quiton Herndon of Farmington has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
' PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Miss Jeanetta Underhill of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Lou Vena Gary of Murray
was dismissed March 11 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Toscoe Bedwell of Hardin
was dismissed March 9 from
the Benton Hospital.

ARIES
1
k-(Mat:11Id Apr. 20) Ifi
Don't permit trifles to be
blown out of proportion. The
mountain which grows from a
molehill is usually unbelievably
difficult _to conquer_
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
An old acquaintance will do
you a very good turn - quite
unexpectedl). In fact, your
relationships with others.,
generally,_ should be unusually
congenial
GEMINI I May 72 to June 21)
Curb an inclination to take on
more than you can reasonably
handle. You will only scatter
energies and accomplish less in
the long run
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 e
How you accept vicissitudes
AND advantages will meat the
difference between just getting
by and doing well. This day has
the makings of a big success
storS if you are alert.
LEO
)( July14 to Aug. 23,
Small matters may conspire
to try and keep you from accomplishing what you set out to
do - and must. Be firm! Direct
energies only to worthwhile
areas
VIRGO
) Aug_ 24 to Sept. 234
You should win top-grade
returns from your.efforts now
Adhere to well,tested, procedure. Emphasize your in- perand
dividualism
ceptiveness.
LIBRA
---•••••-71
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 .11.?
Keep plans flexible; changing
situations could make revision
necessary On the personal
side: romance and cultural
interests highly favored.
SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You are one of the few in a
position to take strong and

ft-N1

progressive action now, but be
careful not to make too many
waves. A certain amount of
discretion needed.
12.
SAGITTARIUS
Mrs.
district
Tansil,
C
/*
nti
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Influences somewhat adverse
4'.eas.tger,_ rep9rted,she.had a
towaid financial matters. Don't
good first quarter report from
make unnecessary purchases
unit treasurers.
and don't let your natural opft was announced that the
Ysig Auto - United Methodist Women
Ilnk14111 lead
speculative ventures.
General Conference will be
CAPRICORN
held April 27-30, 1978 in
)Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 11016
Information needed to conLouisville.
summate a business deal now
The highlight of the meeting
forthconung. With the added
was the announcement of the
facts on hand, proceed as
program for "TIME APART"
originally planned.
set for Sunday, March 27,, at
AQUARIUS
United
Good- Shephard
iJan. 21 to Neb. 191
Some difficulty in personal
Methodist Church, Murray.
relationships indicated. Perfrom .2:30 to 4:00 p.m. Mrs.
sons close to you may be
Frances Barnes, wife of
unresponsive, even hostile to
retired United Methodist
your plans. But hold your
minister W. T. Barnes, who
temper lest small arguments
now resides at 91 Lesa Dr..
escalate out of all proportion
Jackson, Tn., will presentqhe
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(›A.'
program "A QUEST FOR
Neither borrow nor Vnd now.
MEANING."-friendsmall,
Even
"Evikone is invited to.
ly"transactibris are likely to
meet with us for a meaningful
Cause some'.unpleasantness.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
Arien. Outstanding among your
many fine characteristics are
your courage, the ability to
hurdle the greatest obstacles,
your perseverance, deterimitation and idealism. One of
the most versatile of all Ariens
- and that is saying a lot - you
have a wide range of careers
from which to choose, but you
Would probably be happiest in
the theater, in the law, politics,
science or any medium of the
art world. All of these fields
would give you the opportunity
Co profit by your dynamic gift of
showmanship, coupled with the
aforementioned idealism. Your
ambitions are lofty and, even
from the humblest of beginnings, you can ceach the pinnacle of success.
Birthdate
of: J. C. Leyendecker, artist;
Wernher Von Braun, worldrenowned rocket engineer.
Joan Crawford, film star.

service after which refreshments will be served,". Mrs.
Rhodes said.
Lakeshore Retreat will be
held in two sessions this year,
April 21-22 and April 23-24. The
leader for the Retreat is Mrs.
Judson (Betty ) Hodges of
Atlanta, Ga.,: who will present
the program "A QUIET
JOURNEY." The same
program will be presented at
both sessions.
make
Persons should
reservations now and if
persons do not have a form
send $10.00 registration fee to
Mrs. Earl White, 1697 Rolling
Hills Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
38127. The fee includes room,
three meals, and insurance
and a $2.00 registration fee for
commuters. Make checks
payable to U.M.W. Memphis
Conference, leaders said.
"PRESIDENT'S DAY

LUNCHEON" will be May 12
at 11 00 a.m. at Calvary
United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tn. All unit presidents
and group chairmen are urged
to attend, - and if unable to
a
please send
attend
representative of your group,
said the officers.
The next Executive Committee meeting will be with
Mrs. Vida McClure, Big
Sandy, Tn. on Aug. 3. The
meeting was adjourned with
the Blessing. _ led- _by -Mrs— Nlarlee Kendall, after which
lunch was served.
evonolmcil limed
F,,r
us"hier
anti baby beef liver along with

-

BUILDERS
CONTRACTORS
REMODELERS

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
has a large
selection of
BUILT-IN

APPLIANCES

CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS

GE HAS THE lOWEST
CONTRACTOR PRICES

Don't Miss
Our

12 GRAM
)N'
OP=111116

4

t Free Balloons and Ice Cream For The Kiddies
Thursday, Friday, Saturday *Olympic Plaza
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

*converse
'Fast Break' Athletic Shoes

Ladies
Shoes
For Easter

GRAND OPINING
SPECIAl!

V4lues to 14 99

$790

For Men and Boys

$590

• Charles Grace

Dwight Grace

-TruynateArt___
Murray's Family Shoe Store
Olympic Plaza
4
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public. In one case, a small
One of the major complaints
mushroom grower in California
of businesses, next to excessive
was
frustrated by duplicative
government regulations, is the
requests from the
information
amountof
tremendous
Trade ComInternational
comply
required
to
paperwork
mission and the Department of
with those regulations. The
paperwork burden on business, Labor. _He estimated that
compliance with these requests
the public and the government
would cost him at least 90 hours
itself is currently estimated at
of an accountant's time.
$40 billion a year.
The ombudsman contacted
In October, 1975, Congress
the
two agencies, examined the
established the Commission on
forms and recommended that
Federal Paperwork to study the
only one agency collect the
problems and make recom---mendations, giving-it-a-life of information and share it withthe,other.
two years. Inevitably, the
When he was in the White
commission began generating
House, President Ford also
new paperwork of its own, but it
gave
a firm push to paperwork
notable
has also scored some
reform. A 12.5 per cent
achievements in stemming the
,Kduction in the number of
paperwork tide.
executive branch forms was
According to a status report
achieved by July 1976, with an
by the United States, the
additional five per cent
commission has taken more
than 300 antipaperwork actions, reduction Lordered by September 1977 and a further 15 per
including:
cent by September 1978.
apElimination
of
The Internal Revenue Serproximately 50 million separate
vice has cut but 724 forms, a
forms confirming government
reductim of 31 per cent. The
contractor adherence to equal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
employment regulations;
Firearms
cut 25 per cent of its
— Assisting the Department
and the Civil
report
forms
of Health, Education and
eliminated
Aeronautics
Board
single
Welfare in developing a
26 per cent of its forms.
application form for 41 federal
Unfortunately, while all this
and state welfare and income
progress was-being made, more
security programs, with a
was added to the federal
Potential savings of $6 billion
paperwork flood by recent
yearly.
legislation.
One of the commission's
The Department of Housing
legislative --recommendations,
Development
Urban
and
which Congress has enacted,
Uniform Real Estate Setwage
requires
detailed
Act
Procedures
tlement
reporting annually instead of
(RESPA) and the Department
quarterly . for Social Security
of Labor Employe Retirement,
purposes, saving employers
Security Act (ERISA)
Income
more than $250 million a year.
alone have added over 6.4
The commission has also set
million hours to the paperwork
up an ombudsman's office to
reporting chore.
receive complaints from the

TVA Responds To Story
opinion, could create the appearance of
a conflict to the general public. The
General Manger told us that in
examining these situations he found
nothing which, in his opinion, could
result in a conflict of interest."
The GAO study did find that some
employees in positions requiring
financial disclosure statements had not
filed them. For example, this had
happened in some cases when an
employee was promoted to a position
requiring this statement but Was not
notified of this requirement. As the
GAO report pointed out, TVA's General
Manager issued -instructions in June
1976 to prevent this kind of oversight by
requiring annual reports from TVA
offices and divisions on their compliance with financial disclosure
provisions.
John Van Mol
Director ofInformation

Faculty Asks Increase

The Murray
Ledger 8i Times
• - The Murray Ledger & Times is
Published every afternoon except
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers. Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class. Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
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By mail to other destinations, $32.50
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
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The Editor's
Notebook

Icy Waters Not For Mandy;
She Prefers To Dig Snakes
By M.C. Garrott
Mandy is a pretty, year-old Labrador
retriever belonging to Tom and Sara
Monarch, who live on Catalina Drive.
She was bred - to plunge into icy
waters and retrieve ducks and geese
shot from the skies by her master. The
heritage of her breed is a long and
proud one.
Mandy, however, has different ideas
about all this. She doesn't like the
water, especially icy cold water. The
few times she has been with Tom on a
duck hunting trip, he has had to Carry
her out to the blind. There she prefers to
sitin his, lap while, they. wait for. the
ducks. She has no enthusjasm whatsoever for plunging into icy water to
retrieve game of any sort.
Naturally; she spends a lot of time at
home, confined in the back yard of the
Monarch home.
The other day, Mandy showed.the
Monarchs what she really likes to do —
catch snakes. Within two days, she dug
three of them out of the ground in the
Monarchs' back yard. She doesn't kill
them, just plays with them until Tom
takes them away from her.
They've all been harmless garter
snakes, but. enough to cause Sara to
seriously reconsider doing much sun
bathing in the back yard now that
spring is just around the corner — even
with Mandy around.
Meanwhile, Tom's hunting buddies
are giving him a ride about his "snake
dog." For an avid hunter, that's a little
hard to take.
++++++
We're losing a couple of good neighbors, Tom and Billie Downing. They've
already sold their home — sold it
themselves — on the corner of Fairlane
and Circarama, and are moving to
Frankfort, where their new address
will -be 9121 Lindenwood Lane. Their

new zip is 40601.
In Frankfort, Billie will be a deputy
bureau head with the Bureau of
Edueation for Exceptional Children,
and will be involved in state-wide
planning of programs for exceptional
children. She'll be working with local
directors and school districts.
For the past 11 years, Billie has been
an associate professor in the Department of Special Education at Murray
State, coming to the campus from the
Outwood Hospital at Dawson Springs.
For the past seven years; she has been
one of the directors of the Special
Olympics program for handicapped
children 'from 21 West Kentucky
counties. This year's ev'ent is scheduled
for April 16 at Stewart Stadium. Taking
her place in directing it will be Dr.
Doris Conner.
Tom is retired and spends most of his
time at home. We all have enjoyed
watching the birds flocking around his
feeders. One day during the severe cold
weather we had in January and early
February, he said he counted 41 cardinals in his yard at one time. The most
I have ever managed to attract to mine
at one time has been seven.
They've sold their home to Bill and
Dorothy Crouse, who apparently soon
will be moving in as Billie was
scheduled to assume her new
responsibilities in Frankfort yesterday.
All of us over that way regret to see
and Tom and Billie leave Murray,
especially our Jeffrey. His birthday is
Halloween and Tom would always slip
him a little something extra as a birthday gift-whenever he would go trickor-treating to their door.
++++++
ADD TO YOUR
L
* IST OF
LOOKALIKES: Dr. Joe Rexroat and
Austin Peay Basketball Coach Lake
Kelly.

"Low Down,'
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

,lit

lit!'

By JOE CRUMP

(.4. Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor:
The Faculty Senate of Murray Stile
University has approved the attached
resolution: We earnestly ,solicit your
support and efforts for the proposal.
RESOLUTION
"Whereas cost of living salary increases for employees in Kentucky
institutions of higher education have

OPINION PAGE]

Garrott's Galley

The Paper Mountain

Dear Editor:
An Associated Press story distributed
March 1 with a Washington dateline,
and based on information from two
Congressmen,said:
A two-year study by the General
Accounting Office (GAO) says federal
employees at some agencies, including
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA )
and the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA),
have failed or refused to divest
themselves of investments in industries
they are supposed to regulate."
Good story, but it wasn't true. What
the GAO report on TVA actually said
was:
We reviewed all financial disclosure
statements Authority(TVA I employees
filed during calendar year 1975, and,
although we found no conflicts of interest, we questioned the Authority
about several situations which, in our
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averaged clinsiderably less than six per
cent since 1970; and
"Whereas inflation for the same
years has averaged significantly more
than six percent; and
-Wher6s last year the legislature of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky in HE
588 has introduced the concept of
automatic cost of living increases;
"Therefore, be it resolved that the
Faculty Senatr1 of Murray State
University requests
'—flThat the legislature appropriate additional funds to provide a
ten per cent cost of living salary increase for all employees at state institutions of higher education; and
"-2) That the legislature provide an
automatic cost of living salary adjustment for each succeeding year in
addition to merit increases."
From: Alta Presson, president
MSU Faculty Senate

Bible Thought
And there came a leper to him
. . . and saving unto him, If thou.
wilt, thea..canst make me clean.
Mark 1:40.
When a man recognizes that Jesus
has all the answers, then he's ready
to take to Ftim all his questions and
needs

Minimum Wage Boost
Hits Nation's Youth
REP. LARRY McDONALD ( Ga.)
"...A large increase in the minimum
wage this year would have a
devastating impact on the Nation's
economy, particularly as regards
employment of the Nation's youth...1
commend this thoughtful article(From
The Richmond Times-Dispatch ) to the
attention of my colleagues:"
(By Patrick J. Buchanan)
Washington. — Mr. Labor is on a long
losing streak. After pulling his oar for
the Carter crew, George Meany has yet
to receive even a doggie bag from the
vast banquet table of political spoils.
His recommendation for secretaries of
defense and labor, two posts Meany
cared about, wereignored.
Nor is the losing streak likely to end
soon: While the President is committed,
against his better judgement, to sign
legislation repealing 14( b) of the TaftHartley Act — the section giving
Georgia and 19 other states their right
to outlaw mandatory unionism — labor
is unable to line up the Senate votes to
have it passed.
But there is a battle up-coming where
labor's prospects appear bright. That is
the drive for a 30 per cent increase from
$2.80 to $3 an hour — or to $120 a week —
in the federal minimum wage. The
legislation might better be retitled the

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 22, the 81st
day of 1977. There are 284 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, the United States
became the first nation to recognize a
new provisional government in Russia.
The Bolshevik regime came into power
later in the October Revolution.
Ten years ago: A high North Korean
press official jumped into an American
car at the Panmunjon truce village in
Korea and defected under a hail of
Communist bullets.
Five years ago: A bomb blasted the
biggest hotel and mail railroad station
in Belfast, Northern Ireland.
One year ago: One-thousand police
began riding London's subways to
guard against political violence.
Today's
birthdays:
Former
Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans
is 69. General James Gavin is 70.
Thought for today: Energy is eternal
delight. — William Blake, English
artist and poet, 1757-1827.

Anti-Poor—and Black Law.
In a recent Wall Street Journal interview, Betty Jack, a black social
worker in South Florida, the mother of
four, lamented: "It would be just awful
for the kids if (the federal authorities)
raise the minimum wage again...It's
bad enough now; but if the floor comes
up again, the kids simply won't ever get
hired."
Labor dismisses the contention. A $3
minimum wage, the AFL-CIO asserts,
would "benefit the entire economy by
generating
additional
purchasing
power and additional jobs." But if that
be true, why not raise it up to $4 an hour
and generate even more jobs? Labor
knows the answer. The federal
minimum wage...provides organized
and skilled workers with an elevated
floor from which to make their
demands for higher wages. At the same
time, its impact upon the unskilled —
the unorganized, the illiterate, the
-young, the poor and the black is
devastating. 1+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The federal minimum wage law
means nothing to the flood of unskilled
labor that enters this country illegally.
They won't complain for fear of being
deported.
Instead of hiding the Nation's youth
in CCC Camps, they should be free to
enter the labor market and advance to
higher paying jobs as their skills improve. A boost in the minimum wage
will only push up the unemployment
rate.

I

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
We would add a footnote to the adage
that the poor will always be with us. So,
it appears, will there always be the
issue of reforming the welfare system
that is supposed to look out for the poor.
Former President Nixon made his
move toward welfare reform in 1969
proposing a "Family Assistance Plan"
carrying a federal guarantee, of a
minimum income for every American.
It went down a blind alley in Congress
and disappeared
The welfare system today is as
controversial and crying for reform as
ever and getting more expensive by the
year. It is now costing 850 billion a year
for nine different programs that make
one out of 10 Americans a recipient of
some kind of welfare assistance.
President Carter has called for
"complete overhaul" of the welfare
system in his campaign. The Nixon
plan met political resistance on
grounds it failed to offer a credible
incentive for people to try to earn
enough to get off the welfare rolls. That
remains the challenge in proposing a
substitute for programs which now
create administrative headaches and
opportunities for abuse but attempt to
prescribe exact conditions for welfare
eligibility. ,
Mr. Carter has also called in his
inaugural address for government

10 Years Ago
The-Scotts Grove Baptist Church will
hold services in its new building on U.S.
Highway 641 North on March 26, according to the pastor, the Rev. Larry
Vaught. •
Deaths reported include Henry
Muller Fisher,age 53.
Jewel Deene Ellis of Murray,
president of the Kentucky Home
Economics Association, will preside at
the annual meeting at Lexington March
24-25.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lindy Paschall on March 11
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morton
on March 19.
, Winners in the Chief Chennubby
District Pinewood Derby included
Timmy Phillips of Cub Pack 49, Benton,
and Barry James, Cub Pack 145,
Murray.
The Martin Oil Company composed of
Jim Neale, Hub Dunn, Ron Pace,
Richard Lassiter, and Haftori Garner
bowled a 1059 scratch game in the
Kentucky Lake League at Corvette
Lanes on March 20.

action that would "strengthen the
family" rather than weaken it. He may
have had the welfare system in mind.
Should the present administration
and Congress succeed in writing new
welfare laws that bolster the sense of
family responsibility, it will be an
achievement that has eluded the
government for a generation. '
We hope it can be done.
The March 16 edition of the "Kentucky School _Board Reporter," a
publication of the Kentucky School
Boards Association, offers the following
guidelines for bureaucrats:
"When in charge, ponder; when in
trouble, delegate; when in doubt,
mumble."
0+0
Also in that issue is reported the
results,of a Gallup Poll on the Public's
Attitudes Toward the Public Schools.
Participants in the 1976 poll were asked
to choose, from a dozen suggestions for
improving school programs,those they
felt were most important.
The specific question asked was,
"which of these ways do you think
would do most to improve the quality of
public education overall?" The top four
responses were:
1. Devote more attention to teaching
of basic skills.
2. Enforce stricter discipline.
- 3. Meet individual needs of students.
4. Improve parent-school relations.
0+0
One more on education, then we'll
stop for today.
"Dad," asked Junior, "why did you
sign my report card with an X instead
of your name?"
"I don't want your teacher," replied
Senior, "to think that anyone with your
grades could possibly have a father who'
can read and write."
0+0
What this country needs, besides a
little deflation, are leaders who will
inspire us to believe, instead of
operators who scheme to surprise, outsmart and manipulate us — which is to
say that we people out in the boondocks
ate tired of having no pillow handy
when we can't jump away from a
political kick in the pants.

Now To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Sea. Welter "Det" Haddleston (D)
3327 Dirks*. lailding
Washingtoa, D. C. 20510

20 17ears
Ago

U.S. Son. Wendell H. Ford (D)
4121 Dirlisisn Ditilthpg
%ultimate*, D. C. 20510

Six roads in Calloway County will
receive bituminous surfacing during
the 1957-58 project year, according to
the Kentucky Highway Department.
They are the Old Murray-Paris Road,
Kirksey-Backusburg Road, Penny
Road, Murray-Wiswell-Harris Grove
Road, Dexter (1346) Road, and Pottertown ( 280 ) Road.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bert
Milstead, age-82.
Serving on the Murray City School
Board are Hilton Hughes, Dick Sykes,
W. C. Elkins, Maurice Ryan, and Hugo
Wilson.
Members of the Calloway County
School Board are John Grogan, Jim
Wrather, Wendell Allbritten, Lelon
Strader, and William Murdock.
Births reported include a girl, Janice
Kay. to Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Nix Hart,
and a boy, William Ricky, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Stewart, on March 2.
Air Reduction Chemical Company
has announced the firm will build a
manufacturing plant at Calvert City.

U. S. Rep. Carroll Nvikand, Jr.( D)
204 GOMM Morse Office &gilding
!Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representafives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where o U S Capitol
operator well connect you wrth the of
(total of your choice

State Level
State Sen. Richard Weisenberaer (D)
State Capitol Wedding
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
of
Rovte 7, Moyfistd, Ky. 42066
State Rep. Kenneth C. Imes (0)
State Capitol Building •
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Or

201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ky. 4207!
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp(D)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P. 0. Son 85, Mingo, Ky. 42048

Let's Stay Well

Heart-Attack First Aid
By F J I.

'

9. Mr D. R writes for advice
about whether he stiguld participate in a program that is being
offered to train persons in
resuscitation of heartattack victims. He is not a highschool
graduate and has never had any
first-aid education.
He is also concerned about
being involved in a lawsuit as a
reailt of his attempting to help a
heart-attack sufferer,

A. I recommend that you consider enrolling and taking the
training. While no one can be
guaranteed against a lawsuit,
that courts are generally protective of such emergency efforts.

Blasingarne. M

The training is such that you
can learn the technique of cardiopulmonary (heart-lung)
resuscitation(CPR)reganzlleis of
the level of your educationTik9PR
is being taught even to children.
The need for more people to
be trained in CPR is obvious,
and it has been estimated. that
100,000 heart-attack deaths
could be prevented annually if
sufficient numbers of our citizens
could give the needed aid immediately if the onset of a heart
attack results in an arrest of the
heart and breathing.
A successful educational program in Seattle. Wash., has
resulted in a 10 per cent drop,n

D

Blasingame
heart-attack deaths.
tions to reduce underarm irritaAbout ,15 million Americans tion from applying an antisuffer heart attacks each year, perspirant.
And nearly half of them die Ap- ' A. You may be shaving your
proxitnately 350.000 die before underarms too often or too
they teach a hospital, and about closely. if an, try to avoid doing
100.000 die within the first five so.
minutes of an attack.
Too, you may find benefit in
Most victims suffer a heart at- trying several deodorant pretack when they are among peo- parations. While all huve some
ple. If enough persons could ad- astringent effect, effect, yOu may
minister the essential CPR to find that me suits you better
keep the heart pumping and the than another
lungs supplying oxygen until
An additional practical sugmedical assistance arrives, gestion is to shave before retirmore lives could he so-.-sf
ing at night and to wait until
morning before applying an anUnderarm Irritation
Tiperspirant •
Q: Mrs. S.V. writes for suggestenant lOn I nini Frran.
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Racer Women
Netters In
Action Today

TO OPEN NOME SEASON TODAY—The Murray State women's tennis teem will open its home
season today. Top row, left to right, ore Margaret May, Sandra Macovik, Scynthia Macovik, Anne Ress, Patty Clark and Karen Weis. Front row, Coach Nita Need, Leanne Owen, Lynn Martin,
Denise Kelso and Kathy Lindstrom.
(Stuff Photo by fate Branden)

The Murray State women's
tennis team, 1-1, after
weekend matches at Southwest Missouri, will play
Northwestern
University
today (Tuesday), Purdue
Friday, and SIU-Edwardsville
Saturday. All three matches
will be at Murray.
The Racers beat the
University of Arkansas 5-4 at
Southwest but fell to the host
team 0-9. Winners for Murray
in the Arkansas match were
Sindy Macovik at number 2
singles, Sandy Macovik at
number 3, Lynn Martin at
number 4, Anne Ress at
number 5, and Sandy Macnvik
and Martin at number 2
doubles.
Other matches on the
schedule are the UT-Martin
Invitational Tournament April
1-3; University of Wisconsin at
Missouri at Cape Girardeau
April 12; Southern Collegiate
Tournament at Collumbus,
Miss. April 1446; UT-Martin
at Murray Apr
.li 19; Memphis
State and North Alabama at
Memphis
April
22-23;
Southern Illinois at Carbondale April 27; and Austin
Peay at Clarksville April 28.

Citrus League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Monday's Results
Houston (N) 10, Cincinati (NI
8

TO OPEN WEDNESDAY—The Murray State tennis team will open its season Wednesday at the
MSU Tennis Complex against Bradley. Top row, left to right, ore Coach-Bennie Purcell, Sam
Pruitt, Roger Westfall and Del Purcell. Front row, Tom Lie, Jeff leeper, Roger Common and
Roger Berthiowne.
(Staff Ph.,. by Mao Iltaadeti),,

Yanks' Owner Says He's Not
Trying To 'Buy' World Series
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
George Steinbrenner III
resents being pictured as a
Mr. Moneybags on an ego trip
— out to buy a World Series
baseball championship for his
New York Yankees.
"It's a false image," the jetpropelled owner of the
American League titleholders

TIMEX
REPAIR
MICHELSON'S
7
rrrricr4
•

Aff Shof f
Mem, NT

said over the weekend during
one of his quick stopovers here
to attend to his ship-building
business.
"No one can be sure of
buying a pennant. I am willing
to compare our expenditures
the last four years with those
of any club. I don't think many
people are aware of what we
are now doing in the college
and minor league areas."
Steinbrenner, head of the
syndicate which bought the
Yankees from CBS in September, 1974, insists that he
has adopted a long-range
rather than a short-range view
in blueprinting the club's
future.
"We have more than
doubled our budget for player
procurement," he explained.
"We now have a 20-man
scouting staff. We have added
14 new scouts, paying top
dollar.

From this point on

what do you know
about building
a building?
ou'v e got your lot. 11,w ..hat" Well, there arc clearances,
permits. right1,-(4,-Iwal.. planning. budgcti
esigning. contracting. clearirieexcaatingt.gonstructi
Ooling, finishing. interior Gmshing. ground work, lam
mg. etc.. etc.
You can learn about all these things yourself. Or you can
get in touch with us \Vt'
. take care of net) detail—from the
first steps to the last As much as you want us to handle.
we'll handle So give 115 a call %%hen wu're ready to build.
Even if you d\n't has(' s. our lot yet.

CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2, Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 Phone: 395-4198

That isn't all. We now have
tivo coaches with every one of
our minor league teams. The
purpose is to give the
managers more time to
manage and to see that all of
our new players are exposed
to topflight instruction.
"Normally, the minor
league manager drives the
bus, picks up bats and sweeps
the locker room floor. We
don't want that. We want him
to manage. We have got some
of the top pitching coaches,
guys such as Hoyt Wilhelm
and Sammy Ellis.
-Our outlay is about $50,000
more per year for each of our
minor league teams."
The Yankees who won the
American League pennant
last year were not a collection
of high-priced and highsalaried super stars, an exception being pitcher Catfish
Hunter signed New Year's
Eve, 1974, for a reported $3.75
million.
They were instead pieces of
an intricate jigsaw put
together by Steinbrenner and
his top command, Gabe Paul.
They jelled magically into a
winning unit.
We took 'a club that the
year before had finished in
sixth place, 16 games out of
the the top in its division," the
Yankee owner said. "It was a
team that drew only 700,000
fans. We picked up Hunter
because we felt he would give
the team a new competitive
drive.
In four years, insteadt of
700,000 fans we were drawing 2
million. So what do we do? We
could take the money and run
or we could put the money
back in the ball club. Personally. I felt we should put
the money back into the club
— an obligation to the fans."
In the free agency draft at
the end of last season, the
Yankees picked up pitcher
Don Gullett for $2 million and
outfielder Reggie Jackson for
$2.9 million.
Critics said the Yankees
were greedy and just flaunting
their wealth.
BOWLING
GREENSBORO, N.C. —
Dave' Davis of Atlanta
averaged 239 pins through the
first eight games and took the
first-round lead in a • $100,000
Professional
Bowlers
Association tournament.
GENERAL
SILVER CITY, N.M. —
Howard Hagan, a San Diego
newpaperman for 29 years
before his retirement in. 1975,
dietint the age of 61.

New York 4, Los Angeles 3
Detroit (A) 6, Montreal (N)
5, 10 innings
Toronto (A) 5, New York (N)
1
;Kansas City (A) 14, Chicago
A) 7
Boston •(A) 11, St. Louis (N)6
Oakland (A) 7, San Francisco
N) 5
San Diego (N) 4, Chicago (N)
2
Milwaukee‘' ( A ) 10, Seattle
(A) 3
California (A) 12, Cleveland
A) 3
Pittsburgh (N) 6, Philadelphia tN) 3, 10 innings
Baltimore (A) 4, Minnesota
A) 0
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles (N) vs, Houston
(N) at Cocoa, Fla.
Texas (A) vs. Kansas City
(A) at Fort Myers, Fla.
Montreal (s1) vs. Minnesota
(A)at Orlando, Fla.
Toronto (A) vs. New York
(N) at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Baltimore (A) vs. Chicago
(A) at Sarasota, Fla.
, St. Louis (N) vs. Cincinnati
(N) at Tampa, Fla.
New York (A) vs. Atlanta
(N) at West Palm Beach, Fla.
San Diego (N) vs. Oakland
(A) at Mesa, Ariz.
Chicago (N) vs. San Francisco (N) at Phoenix
California (A), split squad,
vs. Seattle (A) at Tempe, Ariz.
Milwaukee (A) vs. Cleveland
(A) at Tucson, Ariz.
Pittsburgh (N) vs. Philadelphia (N) at San Juan, P.R.,
(n)
Boston (A) vs. Detroit (A) at
Lakeland, Fla.,(n)
California (A), split squad,
vs. Arizona State at Tempe,
Ariz., (n)

PI

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Orandon
Sports Editor

It's Time For A New Basketball Arena At MSU
Where are all of the people who come in next year for the
First Region Basketball Tournament going to park? These
are things we need to bethinking about now,not next year.
It's a simple fact of econongcs that the longer we wait to
build a new sports arena, thi more it's going to cost. U we
do not begin a new sports arena in the next few years, we
may be playing in the old one forever.
Twenty years ago, it was a beautiful facility. Now, it's
below average.
The simple fact is Murray is not what you'd call your
basic college town. It's hard enough to recrtit talent and
have an attractive home schedule when you have to drive
for an hour to get to the nearest airport. And need we say
anything more about the nightlife in Murray?'
Stewart Stadium has helped in the recruiting program for
football. A new sports arena could do the same for basketball.

Ready,aim,fire:
It's time for a niw basketball arena at Murray State.
Simply said. And who knows,it could be simply done.
This year alone, there will be 16 million dollars worth of
construction underway at Murray State.
Why, might you ask, should we have a new basketball
arena? Why not?
Okay. We have a new football stadium and it's the most
beautiful such facility in the Ohio Valley Conference. Football is Division II at Murray and in the OVC. Do you know
who won the Division II national championship last fall?
That's not at all saying we should not have built Stewart
Stadium. But it is saying that we should bring basketball, a
Division One sport, up to the level of football, as far as
facilities are concerned.
Western has Diddle Arena which seats over 13,000, Middle Tennessee has the most beautiful facility in the league,
Austin, Peor-has-the-neir Dtotn-eenter;
building a new fieldhouse, East Tennessee will be moving
into their dome this coming season and Eastern Kentucky
already has a beautiful facility.
Murray and Morehead are on the bottom.
How, you ask, can a new Sports Arena help. How, you
ask,could you fill a new arena,say one which seats 15,000.
It's done through public relations. It's done through hard
work and of course,a winning basketball team can help.
There are many people in surrounding counties who
would come to Murray State games. But those people
believe every Racer game is a sellout plus they are worried
about not being able to find a place to park.
If Murray had a new sports arena and could schedule a
feature area high school game or two during the year es a
preliminary to a Murray State game, there's no limit is to
what thefuture could hold.
Parking?
Where do you plan to park next basketball season? You
do realize the parking lot on the north side of the Sports
Arena is going to be the home of the new Student Union
Building which will soon be under construction.

The most logical place would be on the west side of
Stewart Stadium, where the practice football field is now.
It's not that far of a walk for the students and of course, the
stadium parking could be utilized.
How big?
In 1934 when old Cutchin Stadium was built, probably
nobody would have ever believed there would be a day
when 15,000 people would view a Murray State football
game.
Shoot for the top. Murray and Calloway County are in a
projected growth area and by the turn of the century,
Calloway County is supposed to be as large in populous as
McCracken County.
Taxes? What the heck? You pay welfare to oil companies,
support the rebuilding of North Viet Nam after we've
already torn it clovin and of course, we're paying the salary
of Congressmen, which may be worse than the first two.
Last of all, lest we forget, Governor Carroll isa graduate
of Murray State. He has been, and we hope will continue to
be,a friend of the people of western Kentucky.
Frankly, the athletic department at Murray State would
probably like to see a new basketball arena. The rest is up
to the people.

Assumption Picked To
Win Girls' Tournament
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Assumption is
favored to keep the -Kentucky
girl's high school basketball
championship in Louisville for
the third consecutive year.
Assumption, which opens
tournament play Wednesday
night against Allen County at
Richmond, Ky., will be trying
to duplicate .the cbampionships won by Louisville
Butler in 1975 and Louisville
Sacred Heart last season.
The tournament will be the
third since the girl's state
tournament was revived in
1975 following a 43-year layoff.
"Going on what I saw last
year, the two Louisville
schools Assumption and
Presentation) have the advantage," said Allen County
Coach Sandra Williams,
"although I haven't seen
either one of them this year."
Roy Bowling of Laurel
County, which takes a 26-1
record into the 16 team
tournament, also rates
Assumption the team to beat.
"Until proven otherwise, I

Blind Persons Learning
To Enjoy Snow Skiing
By HOWARD ULMAN
jiiinstructor he will do anything
AP Sports Writer
that a guide or his instructor
MT. PROSPECT, Ill. ( AP) will tell him to do," says
— When Sam Skobel's- skiers Skobel. stand at the top of a hill they
John Novotny, a 19-year-old
don't look down and shudder Illinois State sophomore from
in their boots at the Cicero, won a 14-gate slalom
treacherous moguls. They competition among totally
can't see them.
blind skiers last month at Pine
Skobel is founder and Knob in Michigan.
executive director of the
"The guide makes the whole
American
Blind Skiing diffeFence in the world," says
Foundation, an organization Novotny, who learned to ski in
aimed at breaking the blind 1972 with ABSF. "It's kind of
out of their shells and teaching like a team feeling."
them an exciting activity.
Novotny,
who
has
• "It
has
a
great conquered advanced slopes
psychological and therapeutic despite being blinded by
value," says Skobel,51, an ex- cancer of the retina when he
roller derby performer who was two, says being blind does
lost 90 per cent of his sight at add to the element of •fear in
the age of four in a bout with skiing and also shuts out the
scarlet fever.
beauty of the scenery.
"Many of them were
,"From what I hear it's
ashamed they were blind and really pretty to go down a hill.
once they got into skiing it I try to imagine it and kind of
turned their personality build a scene in my mind of
around because they saw they what I'm going through.
can do things that other people That's part of the fun, too. It's
can do."
really enjoyable," he says.
How can a person who can't
Skobel says the 160 memsee succeed in a sport that bers of his nonprofit, taxtrips up adventurers with the exempt organization in
keenest eyesight?
Illinois, .Indiana, Michigan
Skobel, who learned to ski in and Wisconsin use the same
1972 when he founded the slopes
with skiers it
ABSF, says each skier has a established areas. He says
guide who describes the run to there have been no collisions
him before he pushes off and between blind and slighted
accompanies him down to downhillers.
voice instruction and en"The belief in the imcouragement.
possible makes it impossible,"
"There's no danger at all he says. 'It's not how much
because once the blind skier sight you have. It's what you
has faith in his guide or in his do with what you have."

have to go with a Louisville
team because they have
proven they're the best," said
Bowling.
The
verdict
isn't
unanimous, however.
Tournament play begins
Wednesday afternoon with
Owensboro meeting Louisville
Presentation and Corbin
taking on • Laurel County. In
the Wednesday. night session,
Campbell County takes on
Oldham County and Allen
County faces Assumption.
In Thursday's afternoon
session, Ashland
plays
Paducah Tilghman and Paris
squares off with Breathitt
County.
In the Thursday night
doubleheader that completes
first round action, Sheldon
Clark faces Lexington Tates
Creek and Madisonville
battles Taylor County.
The first round winners of
Wednesday's games will meet
in quarterfinal action Friday
afternoon, while Thursday's
first round winners will
advance to Friday evening
quarterfinals.
SKIING
ARE, Sweden — Sweden's
Ingemar Stenmark, who
clinched his second straight
over-all World Cup title last
week, won the next-to-last
giant slalom race.,0 the tour,
beating Klaus Wideggar of
Austria by 2.20 seconds.
TENNIS
CARLSBAD, N.M. — Jan
Norback of Sweden ousted
13th-seeded Ray Ruffels of
Australia 6-4, 1-6, 7-5 in the
opening round of the La Costa
International Tennis Classic.
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With A Special Reminder

hc
13,

To

TAPPAN WORKERS:
If you can use extra cash right now to tide
you over, or to take care of those nagging
bills, all you need do is contact Kentucky
Finance. We've been serving Kentuckians a
long time. Count on us — any season, any
reason.

KENTUCKY
FINANCE
506 Main - Murray
753-2621

NOTICE
The Houston-McDevitt
INSURANCE—MEDICARE

CLAIMS OFFICE
Now Located

At

107 North 4th Street
Next To The Murray Ledger and Times

Telephones
All Commercial Insurance (Blue Cross, etc.) 13-5259
All Government Insurance (Medicare, etc.) 153-5265
Open: 8 to 6 Daily 8 to 12 Saturdays
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Murray Women Bowlers
Conclude Tourney Play

FIRST-PUCE TEAM—The firsf place tom evagt .winsear I. tie Murray Wesetess'fi Bawling
Association annual tournament was Dennison 8. Hunt, finishing with a total of 3091 pins. From
left to right are Carol Thurmond, Jeanette Williams, Lula DeN Roberts, Deck Reale and Ronnie
Mohundro
(140 Photos by lierbara Henke)

The Murray Women's
Bowling Anaociation held their
annual tournament February
26-27 and March 5-6 at Corvette Lanes.
Dennison-Hunt won the
team event with a total of 3091
pins while the Unpredictables
were second with 3045 and
Corvette Lanes third with
3025.
Connie Jones and Vicki
McClard combined for a 1308
aeries to win the doubles event
while Isabel Parks and
Verona Grogan rolled a 1307
for second. Betty Parrish and
Vicki Grimm had a 1271 for
third.
Betty Parrish Won the
singles with a 677 series while

Linda Hunt was three pins
back in second and Decie
Beale had a 663 and finished in
third place.
In the All-Events Handicap,
Isabel Parks and Bonnie
Mohundro tied with a 1928.
The All-Events Scratch was
taken by Lois Smith who
rolled a total of 1514.
Marge Hinman won a
bowling bag for her high game
(scratch) of 242.
Also, the league elected its
officers for the new year.
Marsha Hargrove was
elected as president, Lula Dell
Roberts as vice President, Pat
Scott as secretary-treasurer
and Geraldine Mathis as
sargeant at arms.

(1tfRHAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PORTS
'Breds Scheduled To Play 22
Baseball Contests In 11 Dais
The Murry State baseball
team, 5-1 after its first
weekend of action, will play
douhlehpadera
Mitrray for11 straight days after taking
Monday off.
The 'Breds won two of three

Pro Cage
Standings
By The Associated Press
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DIvision
L
Pct. GB
W
Philphia
43 27
614
—
Boston
36 14
514
7
NY Knks
32 38
457 11
Buffalo
27 44
380 16kx
NY Nets
21 50
296 22Lc
Central Division
Houston
43 27
614
—
Washton
40 30
571
3
S Anton
39 31
.557
4
Cleve
37 32
536
5L-2
N Grins
27 42
391 1542
28 43
Atlanta
394 1511

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

ALL-EVENTS WINNERS—The winners of the All-Events Handicap in the women's city tournament bold at Corvette Lanes ore from left to right, Isabel Parks, Bonnie Mohundro and Lois
Smith. Parks and Mohundro tied with a score of 1928 while Smith was the All-Events Scratch winner with a 1314:-.

Denver
Detroit
Kan City

(Staff Pbotos by %Mars Hendon)

Kemp Continues March Down
Comeback Road,'Cards Lose
By The Associated Press
It all fell apart for Steve
Kemp on Aug. 29, 1976, and
putting it back together has
not been easy.
But Kemp continues to
make strides along the road
back, the latest a 10th-inning
home run that gave the
Detroit Tigers a 6-5 exhibition
baseball victory over the
Montreal Expos Monday.
"I've felt pressure from all
over," says Kemp, a 22-yearold outfielder who is trying to
come back from torn ankle
ligaments which cost hirn the
final month of the 1976 season.
"It's hard for me now. I can't
do all I want because of this
leg.,,
Kemp, a 6-foot, 185-pound
left-hander, was considered
the brightest pro prospect in
the country in 1975 when he
was belting home runs as a
collegiate All-American at
Southern Cal. The Tigers
made him the first pick in the
entire January; 1976, draft.
The Tigers are counting on a
complete recovery from
Kemp and have penciled him

At last—
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116 NORTH 7Th
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in for regular outfield duty.
But he says he's not-even sure
of a spot on the Detroit roster.
Kemp certainly didn't hurt
his chances of sticking with
the Tigers Monday when he
stroked Joe Kerrigan's first
pitch in the bottom of the 10th
inning over the fence for the
winning run against Montreal.
Kemp has now driven in 11
runs in nine games this spring.
In other exhibition games:
Jim Wohlford drove in three
runs and Von Joshua homered
to lead the Milwaukee
Brewers past the Seattle
Mariners 10-3. The expansion
Mariners have allowed nearly
a run an inning, giving up 101

Bowling
StantOngs
Fri. Morning Ladles
Dillar or Dollar
Bowling League
W
66
60
57
56
54
53'4
51
50'1
48
44
43
Don's Auto Repair
Carlos Black Jr. Painting .. 41
High Team Game SC)
Snap-On-Tools
Shoemaker Seed Co
Carlos Black Jr. Painting
High Teen:Game HC
Carlos Black Jr. Painting
Snap-On-Tools . ......
D.& D. Body Shop*
High Tearh Series SC)
Snap-On-Tools
Agtro Car Wash
Harpole's Grocery
High Tearn Series HC
Snap-On-Tools
Harpole's Grocery
Astro Car Wash
High Ind. Game SC
Sondra Rice
Mary Harris
Fran Gardner
Pat Scott High Ind. Game RC
Fran Gardner
Theresa Smith .
Mary Harris
High Ind. Series • SC
Sondra Rice
.....
Lois Smith
Pat Scott
High Ind.Series HC
Fran Gardner
Sondra Rice
Theresa Smith.. ..
.High Averages
Lois Smith
Sondra Rice
..
.
Pat Scott
Margaret Morton . s
Mary Harris. ..
Nancy Todd
Hilda Bennett
Jeanette Williams
Donna Johnson
Linda Johnson
Jane parks

Team
Shoemaker Seed Co
Astro Car Wash
Harpole's Grocery . ....
Key Used Cars .
J.T. Todd Used Cars
Crawford's Steil
Paradise Kennels
Snap-On-Tools
Corvette Lanes

L
38
44
47
48
50
UPI
53
534z
56
60
61
63
606
566
811
805
795
1711
1661
1643
23081
22
2192

See Marjorie Major
Trove.) Consultant

FM LAtiin TRAVEL AGENI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
White Noose Office Beiefoisg,
711 Main Street

200
194
190
190
992
240
229
531
.510
499
617
603
591
167
165
160
158
149
149
146
144
143
143
143

SINGLES WINNER—Betty Parrish rolled a 677 series to win
the singles competition in the Murray Women's Bowling
Association Tournament.

44 27
620
40 31
563
37 33
529
Chicago
36 35
507
31 40
Indiana
437
Milwkee
25 48
342
Pacific Division
Los Ang
44 26
629
Portland
42 30
583
Goldn St
40 31
563
Seattle
37 36
507
Phoenix
28 42
400
Monday's Games
No games scheduled

4

64
:
8
13
20

3
4
81'2
16

games film-Iowa State and
beat Southwest Missouri,
Notre Dame, and Chicago
single games from last Friday
through Sunday.
They will play Chicago eight
games, the University of Iowa
three games, North Dakota
five, Middle Tennessee and
Western Michigan two each,
and -Pirrdue aarifi•own one
each-before their first road
trip to Western Kentucky
April 2.
Coach Johnny Reagan
credited steady pitching and
near flawless defense for the
Thoroughbreds' success over
the weekend. "Five of pur
pitchers went the distance
which is pretty unusual for so
early in the season," Reagan
said, "and we made practically every defensive play
that was makable. Our hitting,
however, was spotty."
Winning pitchers were Mark
Riggins ( Iowa State, 2-1 I;
Allegretti ( Iowa State, 5.2)
freshman Clay Vangilder
(Southwest Missouri, 7-1);
Mark Wezet ( Notre Dame, 1701; and Andy Rice (Chicago, 52. Riggins and Allegretti each
gave up five hits, Vangilder
and Wezet three each, and
Rice two.
Outfielder Al lAiigs leads the
team in hitting after six
games with an average of .526.
Outfielder John Siemanowski

has hit .368, infielder Bill
Wagoner .417, outfielder Greg
Tooley .350, and infielder Stan
_Giesler _318_ As a team4
'Breds have hit .294.
I.
Luigs also leads in R 's
with six. Rob Courtny has five,.
and Siemonowski, Terry"
Brown, and Don Walker four
each.
The doubleheaders at
Murray begin at 1 p. m.
—

For Your

Life
Health
Hama
Car
Form
Business
GET THE SHIELD

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Namath Appears Headed
For Los Angeles Rams

In 107 1-3 innings to date.
Jim Colborn pitched his
second straight scoreless flveinning stint as the Kansas City
Royals routed the Chicago
White Sox 14-2. A two-run
single by Gene Tenace
highlighted a four-run eighth
Don Klosterman, general
NEW YORK (AP) —
inning that carried the San Broadway Joe is on his Way to manager of the Rams,
Diego Padres past the Chicago Hollywood. Well, almost.
confirmed Monday that
Cubs 4-2.
The New York Jets' discussions were "producFirst baseman Greg Ault- controversial 33-year-old tive."We got the information we
belted two home runs to lead quarterback and the Los
the Toronto Blue Jays over the Angeles Rams of the National wanted and there is interest on
New York Mets 5-1. Enos Football League have agreed both sides," he said.
The breakthroughi in the
Cabell and Jose Gonzalez had tentatively on a renegoiated
three hits and scored three contract, the New York News long-rumored deal came when
Namath and his agent Jimmy
runs apiece as the Houston reported today.
However, there remain two Walsh agreed to sign a conAstros defeated the Cincinnati
minor obstacles to be ironed tract calling for about $200,000
Reds 10-8.
out
by the teams. First, a per season, some $250,000 less
Dennis. Walling's two-run
triple in the eighth inning gave Namath deal must be ap- than Namath made with the
the Oakland A's a 7-5 victory proved by Rams' owner Jets last season. It is believed
over San Francisco. Reggie Carroll Rosenbloom, who at Namath would be able to
Cleveland worked six innings present is out of the country. make up the difference
and Bernie Carbo stroked a Second, and more important through movie and television
homer and two singles as the for the Jets, there is the work.
Namath is in the option year
Boston Red Sox beat St. Louis compensation issue for
a two-year contract. If the
Namath's services.
11-6.
The Jets would prefer a Jets and Rams cannot conJim Palmer pitched the first
player to a draft choice for clude this deal, then the Jets
six innings and then Dyar
Namath.
But
General would have the choice of
Miller and Randy Miller
Manager Al Ward has said the picking up Namath's option
finished up, combining on a
year. If they did, they would
four-hitter as the Baltimore Jets -will not be difficult" in have to pay their star of 12
Orioles beat the Minnesota any deal for the flamboyant seasons $495,000 fqr the 1977
signal-caller.
Twins 4-0.
season under the tiOrms of the
NFL's new player agreement
That does not appear likely,
and gives added reason to the
deal being finalized.

18-Year-Old Heiden Top
Speed Skater In World

MADISON, Wis. ( API —
Sometimes when Eric Heiden
is watching television or lying
in bed at his parents' home,
his mind wanders back over
the last few incredible weeks.
"It doesn't seem real," he
said. "All of a sudden I think
I'm the best in the world. It's
hard to think of yourself in
those terms, but it's starting
to sink in."
Heiden, the 18-year-old
speed-skating
Wunderkind,
stunned • the European sports
world with an unprecedented
sweep of three international
championships, setting 'world
records along the way.
Heiden, just a face in the
crowd on the 1976 U.S.
Olympic skating team, ex-

Deadlines For Two
Tourneys Monday
The deadline „for entering
the Murray Popcorn Bonanza
Tennis and Softball Tournaments is 4 p. m., Monday,
March n.
For more inforriiation on the
two tourneys, contact Dhvid
Travis.
He can be reached at 753,4140 during the day and at 7533257 in the evening.

ploded this year with victories
in the men's all-around, the
junior and the world sprint
championships
in
The
Netherlands and Germany.
In American sports, it might
be comparable to rushing for
200 yards in each game during
the football season, or perhaps
pitching three consecutive nohitters in the World Series.
To put it mildly, the fans in
Europe went crazy over the
personable Heiden and his
pixie of a sister, 5-foot-1, ,88pound Beth, 17.
She finished second, fourth
and seventh in the women's
world championships.
Everybody in Europe
knows and follows the skaters
from all over the world," Eric
said. "If I wanted to make a
lot of money and be famous,
I'd go to Europe to live. But it
is just a nice place to visit."
Nice, indeed. No sooner had
Heiden stepped off a plane in
Má1Iison list week after
ca ping hI season with
anothyr w Id record in
Moscow, than a businessman
called from The Netherlands
and offered to fly him back for
the weekend to speak at a
neighborhood skating club.'

Added Protection?
SYRACUSE, N.Y. AP) —
c.irnell University officials
say they are consider** install* additional protective
s( reening around the school's
hockey rink following the
death of a student spectator.
Christopher Black, 19, of
Morristown, N.J., -died
Monday in Upstate Medical
Center. He was struck in the
head by a ,hockey puck while
watching a game between
Cornell and Yale Dec. 3.
Black was 'sitting in the
time.
stands near a goal
The puck that h him had
been defleFted during play.
The sophomore engineering
student had been hospitalized
the accident.
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2 Notice

1 legal Notice

1 legal Notice

ADVERTISE

Court will proceed to hear
and adjudicate this cause
in the same manner as if
the absent defendants had
been served with process
Com,
the
within
monwealth of Kentucky.
Dated this 5th day of
November,1976.
, Charles M. Allen,
Judge, United States
District Court

6 Help Wanted

COLOR PORTRAITS, MALE OR FEMALE.
bring us yours for extra
Apply
in
person,
copies. Made from any
Grecian Steak House. '
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8 $2,000.00 MONTHLY!
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
SPARETIME!
UnArtcraft, 118 South 12th,
believably, excitingly
753-0035. Free parking
easy!
Send
selflot, use our rear enaddressed and stamped
trance.
envelope to Box 1824.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

Dealership
Available
In This
Area

18.Sewing Ivilactsnes

15 Articles For Sale

UNITED STATES
WASHER, DRYER
DISTRICT COURT?
refrigerator, child's
DISTRICT
WESTERN
153-1919
PHONE
desk and chest of
For a profitable new
OF KENTUCKY
foam
insulation drawers. Call 753-6661.
AT PADUCAH
business
CIVIL NO. C 76-0101-P
New fisrmule ofs Mom "311"
A UNITED STATES OF
GARDEN TRACTOR, 13
*Festers maims
AMERICA PLAINTIFF
h. p. plow, disc,
•Scie•tific
oppliceties
vs. ORDER FOR SERcultivator, 42" mower,
procedures
*Modern equipment
VICE BY PUBLICATION
dozer blade. Call 474i.Ce-ordirmismi ideetifkotise
ROBERT G. SMITH, ET
=7.
mmi promotion propene
AL DEFENDANTS
SALES HELP wanted in
Special 10% Off
Timely, Competitive,
NOW.
On motion of plaintiff,
AVAILABLE
local
store. Salary open.
2 Notice
Profitable.
Inquire
Green
United States of America,
Urethane foam. All
-' Paid vacations and
now about the fastest
for an order requiring the
sizes, all densities. Cut
in the
holidays. Send resume
growing segment of
appearance of defento your specs. West Ky.
Kitchen
to
Box
32A,
Murray,
Ky.
Kountty
the
insulation
market
ADVERTISING
darss, Robert G. Smith
- Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Advanced Foam, Inc.
DEADLINES
and Patricia A. Smith,
Avenue. 753-6767.
Ends March 28th
WANTED-SOMEONE
1544 Park-Site Dr.
and it appearing that this
All display ads,
to
contract,
to
mow
yard
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Stark's Hardware
ONE ANTIQUE Oak
is an action to enforce a
classified
displays
for the summer. Contact
63701
kitchen cabinet- with
lien upon real property
and regular display,
at 500 N. 6th.
12th & Poplar
Phone 334-2779
frosted gloss doors.
situated within this
must be submitted
Our 30th Year
(AC 314)334-6437
Good condition. Call 328by 12 noon, the day
district and described as
before
8702.
publication.
follows,
SALES
All
reader
14. Want To Buy
A tract of land lying and
PUBLIC NOTICE
LIMITED TRAVEL
classifieds must be
being in Calloway County,
Like Olivia, Glen CampTOBACCO STICKS for
submitted by 12 noon
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
I WANT TWO MALE
Kentucky, in Sections 8
bell, or Loretta? Then
sale. Call 489-2126 or 435the day
Beagle
before
Tenn.
registered
and 9, Township 2, Range
4263.
get a little "Country
publication.
Guaranteed weekly
puppies,6 to 8 weeks old.
3 East and being more
Lovin" on WICYQ-FM93.
16 Home Furnishings
NANCY
draw plus training inCall 354-6452.
particularly described as
This is West Kentucky's
centives
from
$200.00
the
beginning
at
a
point
in
professionally
IRMA-KIRKSEY USED Furm.
to $350.00 against
USED PIANO: Call753north right of way of the
WILL YOU
programmed conniture Store, buy and
liberal commission.
KICK
after 5 p.
0967 .,
old
Murray-Mayfield
temporary country
If
You
and
Refinish
sell.
ME
Senior salesmen earRoad, said point being the
music station. You'll say
reupholster. Call 489Them:
Need
COINS
AMERICAN
and
ning $18,000 to $45,000.
southeast corner of the
that
we're rather
2752.
foreign. Also old gold.
Management opportu753-1441
Fire .
Billy Carroll property;
polished in our unique
Call
753-9232.
nities.
thence in a northerly
753-1621
Police
blend of country music,
BEDROOM
MAPLE
Fringes
include:
direction and along the"
. 753-6952
but you'll also know that
Rescue
suite, double bed with
WANTED:
B-J
Auto
Hospitalization,
Life
Billy Carroll property for
we're staunch believers
Ambulancc
753-9332
inner spring mattress
Salvage. Junked and
Insurance,
Profit
a distance of 330 feet to a
in the Murray Area and
Hospital
and box springs, 3
cars needed.
wrecked
Sharing,
Retirement.
stake; thence in an
West Kentucky way of
753-5131
Emergency .
drawer chest, night474-8854.
527-1315
or
Call
You
receive
sales
easterly direction and
life. If you haven't tried
Humane Society
stand, 3 drawer dresser
training
in
the
parallel with the old
us,then give your ears a
753-3994
with mirror. $250. Call
territory.
WANTED TO BUY - old
I GAVE SLUGGO A
Murray-Mayfield Road
long awaited treat.
Comprehensive
753-7841.
PENKN ,FE FOR HIS
Our products are
brick. Call 489-2613.
for a distance of 113 feet
WKYQ-FM93.
753-6622
Care
BIRTHDAY
non-technical
and
to a stake in the Clovis
WOODEN DINETTE set,
753-75U
Poison Control
readily learnable.
Bazzell property; thence
5. lost And Found
FREE! - WHOLESALE
table with four chairs.
753-0929
Senior Citizens
We sell chemical
southeasterly
in
a
Jewelry Catalog! ExCall 435-4412.
Needline .
. 7534tEED
specialties
to
the
In- direction and 'along the
LOST BLACK female
clusive Designers'
Learn
To
Read
.
.
753-2288
dustrial,
Food
Clovis Bazzell property
German Shepherd, 41
/
2
Collections! Bargains
processing, Automotiline for a distance of
1824, OLD MAYTAG ringer
months old, lost between
Box
galore!
ve and Institutional
type washer and double
approximately 350 feet to
North 16th and North
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
markets. High quality
tubs. In good condition.
a point in the north right
18th. Call 753-9482 or 753products
bring
Call 489-2366 or 153-3127.
of way of the old Murray;
7746.
15. :Hides For Sale
profitable
repeat
Mayfield Road; thence in
6. Help Wanted
sales.
CHERRY DROP leaf
WEED EATERS, Clippie
a westerly direction and
You must have a
table and six chairs.
$25.99,
along
the
north
Snippy
right
of
$43.95,
RESTAURANT
WONDERI=Ui_, FS IT
successful work or self
Perfect condition. Call 1Needle model 500-$59.95.
way of the old MurrayREALLY. SECRET
assistant manager
employment history.
328-8132.
SECRET-7
Wallin
Mayfield Road for a
Hardware.
Paris,
applications now being
Sales background opTenn.
distance
of
aptaken for the New
tional. A late model
ANTIQUE FURNITURE.
proximately 147 feet to
Captain D's Seafood.
car
required.
Oak roll top desk,
THOUSANDS
USED
beginning
and
the
poirit
of
.
Send resume to P.O. Box
mahogany couch,
paperbacks. /
1
2 price,
containing one (1) acre,
Inverviews Monday
1540, Paducah, Ky.
walnut wardrobe. All
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
more or less.
and Tuesday
condition. Call
excellent
808 Chestnut, formerly
Robert G. Smith ahd
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
SIRLOIN
STOCKADE.
after 5:30, 753-8058.
Christian
Book
Store.
Patricia A. Smith obThe company that lets
Call 7534821.
tained title to the above
Contact:
you write, your own
LIVING ROOM Suite,
described property by
FOUST
GEORGE
ticket" is looking for
Early
American
deed from Dolphus
PENTA TREATED
502-442-7341
enthusiastic
recliner and end tables.
Christenbury, Sr., et ux,
lumber
1"
and
2"
c I HEARD c't FROM
Ky.
Paducah,
in
management personnel
Call 753-9646.
\•
THREE DIFFERENT
dated the 16th day of
dimensional stock. Also
to work for the fastest
October, 1973, and of
treated
poles
8'
through
growing steak house
If unable to reach
record on Microfilm in
20'. Murray Lumber COUCH AND CHAIR,
• . •
chain in the United
Send Resume to:
dark green, good conA-el
verf
-r-s-errs
--are
Book 153, Cabinet 1;
Company, 104 Maple,
States. Excellent
dition. Reasonable
requested to check the
Drawer 5, Card 83, in the
Murray.
starting salary, profit
first insertion of ads for
price. Call 436-2389.
office of the Clerk of the
sharing, and unlimited
correction
This
DELTA FOREMOST
Calloway County Court.
HI
NEIGHBOR!
Tried
opportunity.
Apply
at
newspaper will be
17 Vacuum Cleaners
CHEMICAL
It FURTHER APBlue Lustre for cleaning
responsible for only
the
new
Sirloin
CORPORATION
PEARING to the Court
one incorrect insertion
carpets? It's super!
Stockade, Bel
Air
P.O. Box 30310
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
that the said defendants
ELECTROLUX SALES
Rent electric shamShopping
Center,
REPORTED IMMEDIATE„ Memphis,Tenn.
and service. Call Tony
have not been found
pooer. Big K, Be! Aire
Murray,
Ky.
or
phone'
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
38130
Montgomery, 753-6760
within
the
ComShopping
Center.
502-753-0440
for
apAn equal opportunity emYOUR AD CAREFULLY
day or night.
monwealth of Kentucky,
plo)er
PHANTOM
pointments.
AND NOTIFY US PROMand have not voluntarily
MEN'S CLOTHING 34-34
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
PNEW! I FINALLY
A9KED YOU .AND XDu
appeared herein, and that
trouser, coats - 42 long,
ERROR
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
LOCAL RESIDENT for
51412. YES
9 Situations Wanted
personal service within
shirts, medium. Tape
Maple Street. Rebuilt
position.
sales
full
time
,A5 IT 50
;:,,T17
the state upon said
recorder,$50. Couch and
i'i"vacuums, starting at
HARD IS THE IDEA
Over $20,000 potential
WOULD LIKE to join a
OF MARRIA6E
defendants is not prac- WHAT WE
chair, $25. Call 753-7523.
$45.00. We rebuild your
plus benefits. Send
DO best is
rock-n-roll or country
50 AWFUL ql
ticable because defenvacuum for $29.95. Call
193,
Box
0.
to
P.
resume
care. Needline, 753-6333.
and western music
dants'
present
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
group. Call 753-9413 ask CLOTHES JUNIOR, size
whereabouts
are FOR
11-13, five prom dresses
for Mike Phares.
WATKINS
18 Sewing Machines
unknown;
and assorted slack sets.
Products.
SOMEONE
WANTED
Contact
It is HEREBY OR-:
Call
753-3903.
Holman Joneg, 217 South
to help clean house, 1
10 Business Opportunity
DERED that this order be
USED SINGER sewing
13th, phone 753-3128.
day a week. Call 474published once a week for
machine, zig zag and all
TOBACCO AND tomato
8880.
$1,000.00
MONTHLY.
six consecutive weeks in
regular
attachments.
sticks. 13 cents each.
Increase present inFully guaranteed. Sews
at least one newspaper
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WANTED-SOMEONE
come.
For
complete
Wholesale
AND NOW WITH YOUR
regularly issued and of
perfect. Full cash price,
Oft,NO, DIANA.IT WAS, JUST
and
with
tractor
information send selfEXCITING NEW JOB. I
THE IDEA OF YOU,. SPENDING
On
Prices
general
circulationin
$29.50. Call Martha
SMALL 4x8 BARN, 10x10
HATED TO MANE, YOU
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE WITH
.re
equipment to plant
addressed,
stamped
GIVE IT UP.
Hopper, 354-8619 or
('r Calloway County, KenME IN THE SKULL CAVE..
TV Towers,
metal
building.
garden. Will get most of
envelope to P. 0. Box
write Route 5, Benton,
tucky:
Reasonable.
Choice
Antennas and
•:], the vegetables. Call 763677, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Ky.
It is FURTHER OR$100. Call 436-2575.
Rotors
yr 2917.
DERED
that
said
defendants shall appear
TV Service
CARPENTERS WANin this cause and plead to
TED.-,Job at Hardin
Center
the complaint within ten
Grain Bins, Hardin, Ky.
days after the last date of
rem,/
Ctr
Shopping
Central
publication of this Order,
WANTED SOMEONE
Phone 753-5865
and in detauct thereof, the
with hogs to pick up
garbage. Ky. Lake
BEETLE BAILEY
Lodge Restaurant at
DON'T KNON,
CAPTAIN E
FEEL ITCH)/
rfEr, BECONE 50
Aurora, 474-2259.
THAT DO& GOES
cost" OF cT-to
ALL OVER!
,
OR I&O,!

SINGER F'UTURA II, 2
years old, excellent
condition. $375. Call 7530613.
19 Farm Equipment

DOZER, EXTRA nice
International TD 14A.
Perfection condition.
With or without truck
and low boy. Call 3452270.
6600 JOHN DEERE
row
combine. six
header. See at Coldwater, 1-247-3895.
ATTENTION FARMERS 'To
- 18 and 20 inch disc
blades, $6.75 to $9.00.
Plow points, buy 5 get
one free. Murray Ford
Tractor, 520 South 4th
Street, 753-9482.
FOUR ROW case drill..
Call 435-4325.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
SPRAYER SPECIAL 150 gallon, $635. 300
gallon, $1150. 500 gallon,
$1350. Fiberglass tanks
with 10 year guarantee,
heavy duty .frames and
Ace centrifical pumps,
Agri-Products, 753-2958.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger Lr':
Times

1

Check
Your
Ad
'
-4,9

1975 5,000 FORD tractor,
/
2
' disc,
257 hours, 121
four 14" plows, 7 foot
chisel. Call 492-8368.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

•-

1970 FORD Diesel tractor
Model 4000. 450 hours,
three 14" plows, 2 row
cultivator. $5,500. Call
753-3068 after 5 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
D-6 CATERPILLAR
Dozer, serial no. 22561.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
Call Ralph Henry, 5228400 after 7 p. m.
20. Sports Equipment
SAILBOATS
21'
Aquarius, sleeps 4,
completely equipped
with
trailer,
19'''
Lighting antique wood
boat day ycruiser. Call
436-5550.
EUROPA 10 speed bike.
Excellent condition. Call
after 5:30 753-8058.
FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.

'C7

Taking Applications

Ar,.,
A_
•4.4
, °)-)
1,m
MO
o

/Quit

SALES PERSON - lull
time or part time for
ladies specialty store.
Must be experience..
Good working condition.
Excellent salary. Apply
Behr's Central Shopping
Center, Murray.

rei.
ll
ve
w.
Awl\

i

L_J1

cu.:,•----

Llt ABNER
cc'

-'

ASLEEP-

CUSS TH'LUCK
WAK'N'Li2'kEL SEE
N1X7- ONE --:

ri

,

EXFIERIENCED
PAINTERS. • Steady
work. For interview call
753-6287 or 753-0839.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money ''as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
KY•

Motor Route Carrier
For the Hazel Route
Route Starts at Murray
South on 641 to Hazel

Apply in person to
Mr. Delaney
at the
Murray Ledger and Times

•
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15 FT. ALUMINUM
fishing boat with 40 h.p.
electric start Johnson
and trailer. Complete. 5
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
436-5676.

27 Mob le Home Sales
12 x Si MOBILE HOME.
Air condition, PI baths.
Call 753-0148.

37 Livestock

Supplies

SEX REGISTERED black
Angus bull. Call 4374365.

DIAL- A-PRESIDENT

47. Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 350. Excellent shape. $350 firm.
At Hardin call 437-4878.

CHOICE WISCONSIN
1975 HONDA GL1000.
Heifers. Delivered on
Windjammer, back rest,
approval with certified
luggage rack, low
vet health certificate.
mileage. $1850. Call 753Two weeks old. $55.
15 FT. LAWSON ski boat,
8136 after 5.
Six
$75.
weeks,
Four
40 h.p. Johnson motor, DOUBLE WIDE,set up in
weeks, $85. References
Heavy Duty Pamco
Riviera Ct. Will consider
Also calf
available.
trailer. $600. Call 436trading for boat, car,
1974 HONDA, 750, 3300
salesman wanted in
2448 after 4 p.m.
etc. Call 753-3672.
miles. $1150. Call 753area. Paul N. Crouse,
3874.
1, Abrams,
Route
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
Wisconsin 54101 414-826bedroom mobile home,
1970 HONDA 450, semi7348.
1971 POP UP CAMPER.
electric heat and central
chopped. Custom paint
Sleeps 4 to 6. Stove,
air. 28 x 32 heated
38. Pets Supplies
'with matching helmet.
refrigerator, toilet, AC
workshop. New 4" deep
Real nice bike. Call 474and DC electric, gas
BLUE TICK pups, Sire
well. Water pipe to all 8
8810.
heat. Will consider trade
"THEN,
YOU
ADD
YOUR
MADAM,
Straight Coon dog, Dam
acres. All within 2 years
for equity. Call 753-2366.
GRITS."
Daughter of Hardwood
old. Beautiful location.
Henry.
Call
753-2293.
Call
after
6
p.
m.
901-2474971....2aLlioNnA quo°.
142 IL P. Johnson for sad
44 Lots t or sale
5457, PtirYear, Tenn.
miles. Harley wheel,
boat, practically new.
=NM
SEVEN WEEK OLD
sissy bar. $1485. Call 437Heavy duty trolling
LOT
of
East
IN
FRONT
29 Mobile Home Rentals
female EIGHT ACRES located
registered
4292.
motor.35 h. p. Evinrude.
Elementary School. Can
Call approximately 3 miles
Wormed.
Labrador.
Call 753-8127.
put
home
or
build
from city limits, on 641
TWO BEDROOM trailer
753-6345 after 5 p.m.
mobile home there. If 1200CC FLH HARLEY
North at Coles Camat Shady Oaks Trailer
22 Musical
Davidson motorcycle.
interested
call 753-6083.
800
pground
feet
Road.
Ct. Call 489-2533.
RAT TERRIER puppies,
Mint condition, low
of road frontage. Call
CONRAD'S PIANOS BUILDING LOTS. We
squirrel dog stock. Call
mileage. Sacrifice at
753-8080 or come by 105
Organs,. Kimball and
MOBILE HOMES and
$1,675.00. Call 753-6564.
have building lots in
753-2293.
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
mobile home spaces for
Lynnwood Estates,
REAL ESTATE.
and Clark. Largest
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Acres,
Fairview
AKC TOY POODLE
selection in Western
Call 753-3280.
Shores, 1971 HONDA 750 custom
Panorama
.puppies for sale. $75
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
753-1424,
Kentucky,
paint. Harley tire and
Meadow Green Acres,
each. One Black male,
Grocery store and
Olympic Plaza, Murray, RETIRING, LIVING
wheel. Lots of extras.
also one lot on PotOne White female. Call
restaurant combined.
easier at Lone Oak
Ky.
Call 753-8445.
tertown Rd. Call for
527-8166.
New range and ice
Village. Come, inspect
details, Fulton Young
24 Miscellaneous
maker in restaurant.
our features. New club
Realty, 753-7333 or home
AKC
ST.
BERNARD
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Upstairs apartment
room, weekly square
753-4946.
puppies. One male, $100.
MOBILE HOME frame
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
renting for $135 per
dancing, spatious lots,
Four females, $75. Call
and 2 axles free to
Honda 550 four with
month. Large lot with
excellent neighborhood.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
753-9349.
anyone who will cleanwindjammer. Call 753room
trailer
for
Close to city conlots near Wiswell on
up salvage and haul off.
2226.
parking, or store exveniences. Rates, $3539 Poultry Supplies
Highway 783 South. Lot
Call 442-9927.
pansion. Also good gas
$40 monthly. Lone Oak
sizes 125 x 235. These
business. All stock and
Village Mobile Home
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
48 Automotive Service
lots are very reasonably
SECURITY FOR ypuR
fixtures included. Price
Park, 901-642-1930.
$25.00 each. Call 1-527priced. Fulton Young
home is our only
in very low 30s. Don't
7880.
Realty, 753-7333 or home
business. Call for a 32 Apartments For Rent
miss this opportunity to
14 IN. STANDARD size
753-4946.
demonstration. No
go in business for
41. Public Sales
rocket wheels and 14 in.
FURNISHED
buy. NICE
obligation to
yourself. Fulton Young
factory Chevrolet
apartment. May be seen
TWO
YARD SALE, Friday,
ACRES
OF
Security
Lifeline
land
Realty, phone 753-7333,
wheels. $100 each. Call 1at Kellys Pest Control,
east of Almo on blacktop
March 25. 8:30 a. m.
,Systems, Inc. -Call 753home 753-4946.
382-2299.
'"
.100 South 13th.
road. Call 753-4418
Brick house in front of
9263.
Stella Trailer Park.
45 Farms For Sale
Clothes, dishes, drapes, FOUR BEDROOM brick
CUSTOM MATTRESS ONE OR TWCZ bedroom.
TWO CLEAR T tops,
approximately
2'2
on
Zimmerman
vacuum
Apartcleaner,
450
made any size for anwill fit 1968 to 1977
95 ACRE FARM. Call 753acres, 5 minutes from
ments. South
Honda and also Border
16th
tique beds or campers.
Corvette.
5677.
town. Low 30's. Call 753Street. Call 753-6609.
Collie puppies.
Buy direct and save on
cheap. Call 753-4015 or
7620.
all' mattresses,
753-9452.
33 Rooms For Rent
20 ACRE-FARM located
43 Real Estate
Healthopedic or foam.
DUPLEX
in
NEW
off Highwa 94 East.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
49. Used Cars A Trucks
Westwood that looks like
New 4 strand barbed
1136 South 3rd, Paducah, ROOMS FOR RENT in OUTSTANDING VALUE
the country. Call 436wire fence with steel
a one family home. On
... 3 bedroom frame,
Phone 1-443-7323.
2510.
corner lot. Each unit has
post. Call for more
electric heat, air conFULLY POWERED 1971
details, Fulton Young
2 bedrooms, carpet,
dition, drapes, garden
26 TV Radio
34. Houses For Rent
Buck Electra Limited.
Realty-, 753-7333, phone
range, dishwasher, and
spot with partially
AM-FM
tape deck.
disposal.
central
COMPLETE CB BASE
Has
753-4946.
fenced yard ... Under
Excellent condition. Call
heat and air. Stone
753-1492
staticin. Teaberry Model BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
$18,000.. Call
46 Homes For Sale
436-2742 or 753-0521.
home in Murray. Kitexterior. One of the
Loretta Jobs Realtors is
T. 1-4,-104 mike, starliving
chen and
room 'quickly becoming a
nicest looking duplexes
duster antenna, now 300.
FOUR BEDROOM, 212 1974 PONTIAC Catalina, 2
furnished, washer and
we have seen. Priced at
houseSOLD word.
If interested call 753baths on wooded lot on
door coupe, one owner
utility
in
large
dryer
$39,900. Guy Span
0728.
Oaks Country Club golf
family car, 34000 miles,
room. $210 month with THINK
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
OF
THE
course, in the 60's. Call
new steel belted radials,
water and cablevision
753-7724.
possibilities! Do you
OVERSTOCK
15.3-9931.tape -deck. - tilt
furnished. Deposit
own a mobile home, but
REDUCTION sale.
special wheels, $3,300.
required, plus excellent
OUTSTANDING 2-story
long for a home of yo-ur
Drive to Cuba and save.
753-1566.
references.
for
2
Ideal
SPACIOUS HOUSE
home on a 2 acre tract,
own? Now is the time for
We have the lowest
people.
responsible
Call
adjoining
University.
in
tract
a
peaceful
of
you to buy this
country
prices on all Zenith
753-9829.
Excellent for rental, STATION WAGON- 1964
setting. Located '-2 mile
almost five acres. It is
TV's. Shop around and
Mercury with air, 12,000
nursery or family. Call
South of Wiswell Road,
equipped to handle three
compare.
Sisson's
36 For Rent Or lease
miles. Will have to see to
753-9799.
on Ford Road. Call
mobiel homes, with well
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
believe. You can buy
Stinson Realty Co. for an
382-2426.
FOR LEASE - Building, and septic system
this everyday tranTHREE
BEDROOM
appointment. Phone 75320 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call already in place. You
27 Mobile Home Sales
sportation for $725. Call
brick, f.ully carpeted,
3744, days; 753-0614 or
could live in the mobile
753-5881.
Bob Cook, Hazel, 492kitchen -den
comhome while you build
753-3509, evenings.
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
8165.
bination, on North 19th
of
the
your
home
FOR
RENT
OR LEASE,
trailer, underpinned and
Street. Call 753:8678
RE.ALTORS
on
dreams
the
retail store building on
strapped on private lot.
after 5.
remaining acreage:- You
1975 MAVERICK, 28,000
south
side
court
square
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
rent
could
the
either
miles, radials, steering,
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
after 5 p.m.
mobile home pads or sell
BEDROOM
-and air. Straight drive, 6
TWO
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247the acreage you would
FRAME, living room,„...„,gylitider. Red with white
2833.
1974 12 x 60 GRANVILLE,
South 12th at Sycamore
vinyl top. $2,500. Call
not need. John C.
_ . central
bath, kitch.!,
two bedrooms, fur37 livestock Supplies
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
753-7839 after 5 p. m.
heat and 'air 9th and
TELEPHONE 753-161ST
nished. Extra clean.
Main St.,. 75'3-0101 "or
Story. Call 753-0027 or
TWO HORSE mile horse
Call 753-3828.
1969 CADILLAC conPam Rodgers, 753-7116.
753-6168
FOR SALE - 80 acres,
trailer, pony cart and
vertible, loaded, new
house, five miles East of
harness, 2 row IH corn THREE 'BEDROOM
BY OWNER -4 acres with
top. 1969 Jaguar. 2 plus 2
UNDER $3000. For sale
Hardin. Near lake.
1973 Granville 12' x 65'
drill. Call 753-4022
in
home
BRICK
couple, 4.2 engine, air
bedroom
Terms. Call 1-313-292- q by owner
mobile home,central air
evenings.
Meadowlane Sub- • condition, automatic
spacii,us corner
7180.
and Feat, well, double
transmission, power
division. Just listed and
lot on Johnson Blvd. Pay
garage, fenced lot with FIVE GENTLE milk
steering, new radial
priced at only $27,500. COMMERCIAL
equity and assume 7 per
good barn. Highway 94
does, four will kid soon.
Aires. Call Dennis Jones
Let us show you this
cent V. A. Loan with $175
PROPERTY for. sale in
All are good milkers.
2/
1
2 miles East of Tri
753v8.515 after 5:30 p.m.
phoning
home , by
monthly payment or rethe city and county.
City. Call 382-2447.
Call 753-0672 nights.
apCan be seen at Greens
For
Kopperud Realty, 753finance.
Several listings suitable
Sycamore Gulf Service,
pointrnent all 753-9334
1222. You can depend on
for small business inan Sycamore.
us for full time comafter 5 p. m
cluding auto clean-up
SAVE
petent Real Estate
and repair, retail store.
,NOW
EAST 'V MANOR - 3 1970 BUICK Skylark,
Service.
and residence comFREE
good condition. Call
bAiroorn brick, 2 baths
bination. Phone us today
DEVELOPMENT
20 MILE
after 5, 753-4945.
with,. central, electric
at Kopperud Realty 753PROPERTY - 21 acres
DELIVERY
heat and air Beautiful
1222. We provide a
on Oaks Country Club
1967
SIMCA.
1966
2425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Abo precut, you bead, as
fireplace in family
complete range of Real
Road. This property has
Imo us $300.00.
up 1. 24 s 40 stowdord, but will prowl
Chrysler. 1968 Mercury,
room. Lots of closets
Estate Service.
soy sits noodod. Buy Ow bust for loss.
good potential for future
small. Call 753-0170.
and storage room.
CUSTOM BUILT POITABLI BUILDINGS 753-09Sa
development. Call for
Large lht with woods on
etails Fulton Young
Wilson
back boundary line. 1976 VOLARE wagon,
ealty, 753-7333 or home
8,000 miles. Sell or trade
Country living almost in
Insurance and Real
53-4946.
for pickup or car. Call
town, city water. Also
Estate Agency, Inc.
753-7523.
new outbuilding with
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
Call us
electricitj.
202 Sooth Ith Street
lot on Johnnyllobertson
Pismo 753-3263
today, Fulton Young LIKE NEW 1969 Corvette,
79.95
Robyn WU23A
Road. Very large lot for
Realty, phone 753-7333,
only serious inquiries
69.95
Gemtronix 3323
nice home. Fulton
home 753-4946.
please. Phone 753-8676
BY
OWNER
5
acre
Young Realty, 753-7333,
129.95
40 Ch. Colt 290
from 9-5, after 5753-0517.
mini
farm
with
nearhome 753-4946.
THREE
19.49
BEDROOM
,Kriket C.B. Spk. L Mount
ly new modern brick
house with 2 car garage. 1974 FIAT model 128 2
31.50
Turner Power Mikes
home,8 miles from Ky.
SPOck aril tobacco barn.
LAKE PROPERTY- 1972
door, 4 speed over '30
Lake on Highway 94.
29.95
Power Wing Antenna
Approximately 26-30.
Wheeler mobile home
mpg. $1350.00. Phone
Approximately 2500 sq.
Contact
acres.
Jerry
with built on living room
354-6217.
ft. living area, plus large
Lee, 753-3243 or 753-2678.
and
utility
room.
2 car garage and
Located in Baywood
1972 DODGE DART
workshop. This home
Vista Subdivision, 4xt
Swinger, 8 cylinder
MUST SELL!! Reduced
has many appealing
to Panorama Shores on
automatic, good conPrice. 3 Bedroom Brick,
appointments that must
Blood River. Call Dennis
Corner 4th &Sycamore
dition $1250. Call 489approximately 2000 'sq.
be seen to appreciate.
753-3436
Jones,753-8515 after 5:30
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p,.
ft. living space. Phone
Phone for appointment,
p.m.
m.
753-7857.
753-2957.
1969 12 x 60 SALEM all
electric, newly carpeted. Call 489-2576 or
489-2664.

CB.Sale

Murray Electronics
& Security

49 Used Cars & Trucks
CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare__ Will somebody
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.

1974
HATVEGA
CHBACK, a r
automatic, new tires.
Call 767-2555.
1964 - FAIRLANE
I
cylinder, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
. 753-3704..
1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88. Power steering,
brakes and air. Call 7538533 or 435-4325.
11711%ba
condition,
excellent
$2400. Also 1975 Midas
mini home. Call 437-4434
or 437-4195.
1964 CHEVELLE 2 door,
hardtop, new paint,
upholstery, mats. Call
753-8780.
CHEVROLET
1974
Caprice Classic coupe.
12,000 actual miles. Like
new. $3650. Call 753-0788.
1966 F-85 OLDSMOBILE,
6 cylinder, automatic,
$100. Call 753-1654.
1972 FORD SPORTS
Custom, power steering,
automatic, brakes and
air conditioner. Call 4742789.
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 7538300
1976 PROWLER 20 ft.
camper. Fully selfcontained, with Reese
hsii sway. control. •
jacks and E.V._antenna.
Calk 492-8796.

White's
Camper
Sales
Located 4 miles
east of Murray on
Highway
94
toward Ken-Lake._
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
-I.Jsed campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six.41a11 753-4904.

51 Services Offered

51 Seiv.ces Offered

is
ELECTRIC
COLSON
AND Pluritbkng. Clent
Colson, licensed electrician awi licensed
master plumber. Aline,
,
Ky. 753-8549. .

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-8614.
--7DOZER, LOADER:
backhoe work, Grading,
hauling, and bushhogging.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates-Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light hauling. Call 753-4707.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
-TESIMETraTIMV77alr
finishing
for
free
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.
WANTED YARDS to
mow. Call Scott Scarbrough, 753-6736.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
herbicides
and
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-83j11.

Get ready for water
weather. Inboard-stem drive repairs,

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs- -rat John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN- and gas inwill, do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
KE.R11*-.4;aepet.--C-Nre.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
TREES • CUT and trimmed. Storm damage.
Free estimates. Call 4362294.
CHECK OUR PRICES
first for tune-up, brake'
jobs, overhaul. See
David Nelson and Son's
Garrip near Hardin on
962. Call 437-4514.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes - autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
5,
No.
Building
Shopping
Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.

Boat
Services
by
David Shipwash

Call
436-2135
PAINTING interior' and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

'
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SiS CO PEA R001.11

k
Rent tor only 112 00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
IN AN Case. 791 MAI

TREE
QUALITY
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top lobs_and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding.
Hedge trimming. Call
753-6256.

51. Services Offered
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 -for
free estimates for your
needs.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, ar‘d
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

Easy on the eyes, easy on your budget is this
brand new home for only $35,000.00.
Three bedrooms, modern kitchen, 'central heat
and air', two baths, carpet, Just off Highway 121
North. See it today.

WILL DO babysitting in
.
my ho;'
-three miles
on .94 East on Parker
Road, 1 mile.
ELECTROCU X SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
NORMAN
KEMMERZELL Service and
Plumbing repair
Electric, Heating Cooling. 'Electric
sewerooter Call 4362490

-triod0
•,71
,
'

Money conscious? If so let us show you,this 65' x
12' three bedroommobile home on a 90'x180' lot.
Two baths and two large patios. An excellent buy
at only $8,500.00.
A king size ranch is this 233 acre farm near Coldwater, Kentucky. Approximately 165 acres of
tendable land; 30-35 acre. watershed lake on
farm. Sowed in wheat, top dressed and fertilized
for beans. Approximately 400 tons of lime to be
used. Let as show you this today.
Tow business is ohms appreciated at ROBERTS REALTY.

IGYT IONEIS 753 3124 P111116150116 434.2t74
tit ORRIS 1345650 11M1 MOUA1M 153-2171
P05111111531376
Ic C0111E153-5121
412 Sewall* Street

Flau Wen 153-1411
IRA IMMO 7534111
SAN U16111 161-811
iste 711-1651

r
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I Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Rayburn
The funeral for Mrs. Helen
Beatrice Rayburn of .1607
Dodson, Murray, was held
Monday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral -Home with-the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
Mrs. Alene Knight was
organist and the song service
was by members of the choir
of the First Baptist Church
where she was a member.
Pallbearers were. Cecil
Taylor, earltod - Outland,Grant Stiles,Toy Smith, Jack
Belote, and Preston Jones:
honorary
Serving
as
pallbearers were Alvis Jones,
Marvin Harris, Ronald
Churchill, Purdom Lassiter,
Henry Sledd, Denny Smith,
Douglas Shoemaker, Truman
Smith, B: C. Grogan, Joe
George
Rayburn,
and
.
,
...,
..-$589stbenekerttial.d.feee-in The
, Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Rayburn, age 75, wife
of Lilburn Rayburn who died
February 8, 1970, died
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Hayrus Sledd Fair, 1607
'Dodson, Murray, one niece,
Mrs. Virginia Towery, and
four nephews, Billy Joe Erwin, Hugh, Joe, and Harry M.
Sledd.

Mrs. Malleory Dies
Friday; Was Sister
Of Buel Edmonds
Mrs. 011ie Malleory, sister
of Buel Edmonds of Murray,
died Friday at a nursing home
in Flint, Mich. She was 88
years of age and the wife of
Isom Malleory of Hayti, Mo.,
who died about twenty years
ago.
The deceased was a former
resident of Calloway County,
and was..the daughter of. the
late Billy Edmonds and Nancy
Osborne Edmonds.
Mrs. Malleory is survived
by one son, Don Malleory,
Flint, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Jewel Niles, Empire, Mich.,
and Mrs. Genella Grisham,
Jackson, Tn.; two brothers,
Guy Edmonds, Oklahoma
City, Okla., and Buel Edmonds, 504 Elm Street,
Murray. Local nephews are
Leo Alexander, 1412 Dudley
Drive, Murray, and Billy
Edmonds, 502 Meadow Lane,
Murray.
Funeral and burial services
were held Monday at Hayti,
Mo.

Mrs. Cathey Dies
Monday; Funeral
To Be Wednesday
Mrs. Jerline Cgthey of 201
North Twelfth Street, Murray,
died Monday at 11:30 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 86 years of
age and the wife of Chesley
Cathey who died April 18, 1952.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born April 16, 1890, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John
Brackenridge Swann and
Alice Key Swann. One
brother, Otto Swarm,preceded
her in, death.
Mrs. Cathey is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Madelle
Talent, 201 North Twelfth
Street, Murray; one grandson,
Ronald Talent, Murray; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Carmerita Meinert, Lone Wolf,
Okla., and Ws.-Jeanie Mae
Lamb, Murray; three grandchildren, Rodney Lamb,
Murray, and Elizabeth and
Ben Meinert, Lone Wolf, Okla.
The deceased is also survived by eight sisters, Mrs.
Stella Furches, Mrs. Eula
Crawford, and Mrs. Carmon
(Opal)Graham, Murray, Mrs.
Gus Novella) Roberlson, Sr.,
Murray Route Seven; Mrs. T.
C. Larue) Arnet( and Mrs.
James (Christilena ) Boyd,
Urban
Mrs.
Mayfield,
(Marguerite) Webb, Apopka,
Fla., and Mrs. Spurgeon
(Johnnie) Enoch, Paris, Tn.;
one brother, Ewing Swann,
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker and
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., will be soloist with
Richard Jones as organist.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
Carruthers, Fred Furches,
Thurston Furches, Nelson
Blalock, Keys Wells, Holmes
Ellis, Q.Jeddie Cattey, and
Percy Williams. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. ,
Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m.
-today (Tuesday)..

Administration Unveiling Employers Should Get
Word On Workmen's
Election Proposals
Compensation

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Carter administration is
unveiling its proposal for
revamping the election
system, including plans to
simplify voter registration
and to junk the embattled
electoral college.
Vice President Walter F.
Mondale scheduled a news
conference today to give
details of the administration
plan, which is part of a
comprehensive
revision of
•
election procedures advocated
by President Carter.
The pronfisal, tu be sent_to
Congress after the President
with
discusses
it
congressional leaders at .a
White House breakfast, deals
with both public financing of
House and Senate elections
and a simplification of voter
registration procedures.
Birch
leader in efforts to eliminate
the electoral college, planned
to attend the news conference.
His presence was considered a sign of the administration's support for his
efforts to replace the electoral
college with a system that-will
more accurately reflect the
popular vote in presidential
—I
elections.

Phil Deaver
Speaker For
UCM Luncheon

"Vandalism and Violence in
the Schools: A Discussion"
will be the subject for this
week's Wednesday noon
luncheon at the United
Campus Ministry.
Leading the presentation
will be Phil Deaver, coordinator of the professional
and special activities of the
Continuing
of
Office
Education at Murray State
University. Deaver headed
the seven member School
'Violence Committee of the
National Community
Education Association which
recently published its report
-Violence and Vandalism in
the Schools: the Problem and
How to Solve It."
Purchase Area
Deaver, who is assistant
professor of adult and comHog Market
munity education, joined the
staff at Murray State this fall.
He is a doctoral candidate at
Federal State Market News Service
March 22, 1977
the
University of Virginia and
Kentucky purchase Area Hog Market
holds a B. S. degree from St.
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 340 Est. 500 Barrows &
Joseph's College ( Rennselaer,
Gilts Mostly .25 higher Sows steady - .25
Indiana) and a M.A. degree
higher
US 1-2 200-2301bs... 636.25-36.50 few 36.75
from Ball State University in
836.00-36.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
MESS YOUR PAPER?
Indiana.
835.25-36.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
834.25-35.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
Sabscriters who have not
The UCM luncheons are
Sows
.
received their beme-delivered
held each Wednesday from
$30.25-31.50
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
831.50-32.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
12:30 to 1:20 at the United
copy of The Murray Ledger
932.50-33.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
Campus Ministry 202 N. 15th
limes by 5:30 p. ni. Monday829.50-30.25
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 19.00-20.50
St. and are open to the public.
Friday or by 3:30 p. Ni. on SatyrCost of the meal is ;1.25. For
days are orged to van 753-1916
information
or reservations
between 5:30 p. m. end 6p. m.,
LAKE DATA
Monday-Friday. or 3:30 p.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. call 753-3531.
and 4 p. on. Saturdays, to insure
354.4, up 0.3.
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
Below dam 318.1, down 2.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
most be placed by 6 p. m. week.
up 0.2.
days or 4 p. r. Saturdays to
Below dam 324.1, down 0.9.
guarantee delivery.
Sunset 6:09. Sunrise 5:58.
Five area high schools were
represented in the National
_ ENTRY FORM
French contest, "Le Grand
POPCORN BONANZA
Concours," held this past
QUEEN CONTEST
weekend at Murray State
University according to Dr.
Name
Betrand Ball, associate
Date of Birth
_Age
professor of French at MSU.
The students entered in the
Parents
—contest were from Paducah
Address
Phone
Tilghman, Mayfield High
School Attending
Year Completed _
School, St. Mary High School,
Wingo High School and S.
Special Interest or Hobbies _
Hopkins High School.
Winners of the contest at the
Contestants will wear casual attire.
local and state level will be
This form and one picture should be brought to
announced at a later date, Dr,
JoAnna Sykes (Calloway High) or Lucy Wright
Bali said.
( Murray High) or mailed to Howard Steely, Box
First prize nationally in the
150, Murray, Ky., no later than Friday, March
contest, which has been held
25.
sincethe end of World War II,
Contestants must be students in grades 9-12 at
is a $2,000 scholarship. Over
either Calloway High or Murray High. The con44,000 students across the
test will be held Friday, April 1.
nation have entered the
competition.

French Contest
Held Campus

Home Loan Money Is Available
For the Best Home Loan
You'll Find Anywhere See Us
ioucHmsw-J
LENDER

IOW MOUSING
LENDER-.

:
i Sl

r3(1eral
Main St.

Savt.nqs

,ararich
illfirray (

753-7921

current
law,
Under
presidents are elected on the
basis of electoral votes. Each
state has one electoral vote for
each senator and one for each
member of ,the House of
Representatives. All of a
State's electoral 'votes go to
the candidate who wins the
popular balloting in the-state.

Reps. 'John Brademas, DInd., and Frank Thompson, DN.J., planned to introduce the
proposal for a -.universal
voter registration act" today'.
Brademas, the majority
Thompson,
and
whip,
chairman of the House
Administration Committee,
said in a joint statement that
the legislation was "another
step toward extending the
franchise and assuring the
involvement of a greater
'proportion ofTheeleeterate,
Their bill provides that
anyone 18 years old or older
would be eligible to vote in a
federal election simply by
going to the polls, identifying
themselves and giving their
place of residence.
However, voters could
register in advance as well to
speed up the voting on election
day.
To finance the paperwork
involved, the legislation would
give each state 20 cents for
each ballot cast in the most
recent presidential election.
Minnesota and Wisconsin
already instituted such
registration procedures and
the two congressmen said the
experience in those two states
showed "fears of fradulent
voting
are
highly
exaggerated."

Porter Articles
Are Included In
Publication
J. Marshall Porter of
Cumberland, Md., a student in
five of the six Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshops
offered at Murray State
University, found his way into
print not once — but twice —
in the March issue of
Progressive
Farmer
magazine.
Two one-page articles by
Porter are included in the
latest edition of the monthly
publication. They are entitled
"He's Betting op a Livestock
Comeback" and "Their Ewes
Grow 226 Pounds of Lamb a
Year."
Porter, a dairy farm
equipment salesman, has
written numerous articles,
poems, and short stories that
have been published. Much Of
his work has centered on
farm-oriented
publications.
His work has appeared in
each of five anthologies of
student work produced during
the three-week summer
workshop directed by Stuart
each year at Murray State.
Courses offered in the
workshop include short story,
articles,the novel, poetry, and
writing for children.
Stuart, whose writings have
won him acclaim around the
world, lives in W-Hollow of
Greenup County in Eastern
Kentucky.

Student Art Entries
To Be Accepted
Through March 25
Entries in the Student Art
Show at Murray State
University will be accepted
through March 25 and juried
March 26 for the annual
exhibition of the 'top student
work during the final month of
the spring semester.
Sponsored.
by
the
Organization of Murray Art
Students (OMAS1, the show is
open to student artists in all
media. Selected work will be
.on exhibit April 15-May 11 in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Jurors for the show are
Denise Green of New York
City, a prgessiOnal painter,
and Jim Zanzi, sculptor and
teacher at the Art Institute of
Chicago.
Awards v.411 include 13
purchase awards, five merit
awards, and
honorable
mentions.
Gene Karraker of Paducah,
a senior design materials
major, is the president of
OMAS.

His final decision rates will
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Employers who buy work- affect all employers who buy
men's compensation in- workmen's compensation
-5
surance should get the official insurance from commercial
word this week on what their - insurance firms to cover
claims - .igainst them by
yearly premium will be.
State Insurance Com- workers injured on the job.
missioner Harold McGuffey State law requires employers
said Monday he expects to to carry policies for workannounce a 13.8 per cent related injuries by employes.
All but a few of the emdecrease in rates. But the
premium reduction could be ployers in the state purchase
worth even more than that to workmen's compensation
employers because of factors insurance, though the rates
relating to its effecti4ve„ vary depending on the ocdate—retroactive -to Jeri: 1, cupational hazards of the job.
McGuffey declined to
McGuffey said. He declined to
be more specific until later elaborate on how much more
of a rate break employers can
this week.
expect until he receives the
-classification rates" from
the Workmen's Compensation
Council, New York-based
group that writes such insurance'lificetitucityrand other
states.
McGuffey said he expects to
Give to Easter Seals.
Dr. Anatol B. Balb4h,
receive
those rates—which
senior vice-presiant and
various
economist of the Federal are pegged to the
types of employment, ranging
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rock
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inGroup One of Kentucky
DOWN
Bankers Association, two surance market was so tight.
sessions will be offered to
accommodate students and
the public.
- The topic for the afternoon
session,set for 2 p. m.in Room
208 of Faculty Hall at Murray
State, will be -_Monetary
Policy."
Each year we clean out our warehouse of floor covering.
-Economic Policy and 'the
...,.......„
Outlook for 1977" will be
presented by Balbach at 6:30
,_
p. m. at Kenbar Inn near
We have roll end up to full
Gilbertsville.
rolls of floor covering.
On the program for the two
. ._,
.
sessions in addition to Balbach
.
•
are Thurman Baker, auditor
at Citizens Bank and Trust of
Paducah; Dr. John Thomp, ,
, If you need a small piece or a full roll at a Bargain
, Price, come to Bel-Air Decor Store
son, interim dean of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs of Murray State; and
Dr.
James
Thompson,
professor in the Department
of Economics, Murray State.
A professor at California
State University at Northridge
from September 1958 to July
Grade Cannon
7.,..
1973, Balbach earned the B.
A., M. A., and Phi.D. degrees
at the University of California
at Los Angeles.
Reservations for
the
evening session may be made
by contacting Baker, or
seminar coordinator, Dr.
Gilbert Mathis, Department of
Economics, Murray State
University. Reservations are
not needed for Itiafternoon
Full Size Reg. 60.00
session.

Money
walks.

Balbach To
Be Speaker
At Seminar
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Our Annual Warehouse
Clearance

COST AND BELOW

.

_ ,_ . „

Towels- $•r5

1st

Hand Towels- $195
Wash Cloth - 95'

Bed Spreads

.•..
. ,.

Washington
i George
Full Size

STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger dr
Times by 1 M Simon co areas follows
Indus. Av

Custom Made

Aero Draperies

New Shipment Of Mirrors
At Unbelievable Low Prices

-Air Decor
Store

hi

-4

-.1.
unc
*L.
-%
36'. -3
.
23% -ft

Off

Wood Shades

WI
.4335 .k.
6% 0-i,
44'. unc
.
59'. -3
29'. unc
50%
12
35k.
.28k
35

20%

' See Our New Custom Woven

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furntshed to the !Adger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp of
Murray. are as follows
Heubleininc.
McDonalds Corp.
' Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch .
Disney
Franklig Mint

$4995

Queen Elizabeth Reg."
6
$
4995

4.90

Airco
30% 4-4
Am. Motors...
,,,,,
unc
Ashland Oil
343 -4
A.T.& T.
62', As.
Ford Motor
57% -".
Gen. Dynamics
58% +1
Gen. Motors
71 At
Gen. Tire .
27% -Le
Goodrich. . ........
3034 -ft
29
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
34% +ft
Quaker Oats..
......... 22k. -4
Republic Steel
Lft
Singer Mfg.
223
. -ft
Tappan
10% -It
Western Onion
.
17% unc
Zenith Radio
25% -%

.........0.

...St.

753-3642

